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Abstract
Filamentary clouds are one of the possible origins of stars and other astronomical objects. A
filamentary cloud is expected to fragment into multiple clouds. These clouds are expected
to become stars or other astronomical objects. In this thesis, we investigate the collapse and
fragmentation of the primordial filamentary clouds under external radiation. Especially, the
impact of photodissociation of hydrogen molecules in the collapsing cloud is investigated.
First, we use one-zone model. Dynamical and thermal evolution of the collapsing fila-
mentary clouds is calculated by solving the virial equation and energy equation taking into
account non-equilibrium chemical reactions. We assume that the filamentary cloud fragments
when the timescale of density evolution becomes longer than the timescale of fragmentation.
We also assume that the external radiation turns on when the filamentary cloud forms. With
the external radiation, for the filamentary cloud with moderate line mass and with low initial
density (ro < 102cm-3), cooling is negligible since main coolant, hydrogen molecules, is pho-
todissociated. In this case, temperature increases to suppress the collapse in the early stage,
and the filamentary cloud fragments into very massive clouds (- lTa-'Md. Thermal evolu-
tion of the filamentary cloud with high initial density (ro > 102cm-3) is found to be hardly
affected by the external dissociating radiation. This is because the fi,lamentary cloud with
high initial density shields itself from the external radiation. In such a case, fragment mass is
smaller (< 500Mo) than the case with low initial density. We also derive analytic criterion for
the filamentary clouds to fragment into very massive clouds.
Second, we investigate collapse and fragmentation by using the one-dimensional model. We
solve the hydrodynamical equation with respect to the radial direction instead of the virial
equation in the one-zone model. As a result, it is also found that very massive fragments
(- !0a-5 Ms) forms in the case with low initial density (ro < 102cm-3) as in the one-zone
model. Hence, formation of very massive fragments can be regarded as a robust result.
It is found that fragment mass becomes smaller under the external dissociating radiation
in the cases with line mass large enough to collapse without fragmentation during adiabatic
phase. However, when the filamentary cloud fragments during adiabatic phase, fragment mass
becomes larger under the external dissociating radiation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
It is accepted that the density perturbations collapse and cool due to hydrogen moleculer (Hr)
to form so-called population III (pop III) stars (Bromm et al. 1999,2002; Abel et al. 2000,
2002; Yoshida et al. 2008). Pop III stars are expected to form in pregalactic clouds with a
typical mass N 106 Mo (Tegmark et al. 1997). If popIII star is a massive star, it is expected to
cause feedbacks via supernovae and radiation. The former may spread metals made by nuclear
fusion and sweep the neighboring gas by shock (e.g., Heger et al. 2003). As the latter, there are
two types of the radiative feedbacks, which are ionization and dissociation (Whalen eI aI. 2004;
Susa et al. 2009; Hasegawa et al. 2009a, 2009b). Ionization of hydrogen atoms (H) provides
strong heating which causes evaporation of clouds. However, due to large opacity, ionizing
photons tend to be prevented from spreading, and photoionization would occur mainly within
halos. On the other hand, photodissociation of H2 would occur even out of halos (Kitayama
et al. 2004). Thus, it is expected that there are some regions which are not photoionized
but photodissociated. We investigate gravitational collapse and fragmentation of primordial
clouds in such a region.
Since H2 is main coolant in the early universe, if H2 molecules are photodissociated, a
collapsing primordial cloud loses its cooling ability and it heats adiabatically up to high tem-
perature (- 10aK) where atomic cooling becomes effective. In such a case) it is suggested that
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high mass objects (- I0a-5 Ms) 
-uy form since the Jeans mass (M; 6 T3/2 p-r/2) is large (e.g.,
Bromm & Loeb 2003). However, the collapsing cloud is possible to fragment into many smaller
clumps to form a star cluster when cloud suffers photodissociation of H2 (Omukai & Yoshii
2003). Whether mass of stars and astronomical object becomes larger or smaller under the
dissociating radiation is still open question. In order to understand the actual final outcome
and their initial mass function, detailed investigations of thermal and dvnamical evolution of
collapsing clouds are required.
The evolution of spherical clouds under the external dissociating radiation was investigated
by Omukai (2001). He calculated the evolution of the central region of a collapsing sphere, as-
suming free-fall collapse. Starting from n6 : 8.9 x 10-2cm-3, the cloud collapses adiabatically
in the early stage , n I L02cm-3. After this stage, thermal evolution of the cloud is divided into
two types of tracks. When the external radiation is very strong (e.g, with the intensity larger
than 10-18erg cm-2s-111r-1rr-1 at 13.6eV for thermal radiation of 104K), H2 is photodissoci-
ated enough to suppress H2 cooling. In this case, main coolant is provided by hydrogen atom.
On the other hand, if the intensity of the external radiation is moderate, sufficient amount of
H2 forms and it shields itself from the external radiation (photodissociation rate is proportional
to column density of H2 to 
-0.75th power). The cloud cools mainly through H2 cooling. Susa
(2007) investigated more realistic evolution of a spherical cloud under the UV radiation from a
single light source with three-dimensional calculations. He investigated whether or not clouds
collapse for parameters such as the distance from the light source and the density when the
light source turns on.
As for formation of the spherical clouds investigated above, a filamentary cloud is a pos-
sible origin. Filamentary clouds are commonly expected during the way to form the stars.
For example, when sheet-like cloud forms, the sheet-like cloud tends to fragment into the fila-
mentary clouds (Miyama et al. 1987a, b). In cosmological simulations of first star formation,
the filamentary structure often forms from density perturbation with > 106 Ma (Abel et al.
1998; Bromm et al. 1999; Greif et al. 2008). These filamentary clouds are expected to produce
spherical clouds by fragmentation (Nagasawa 1987; Inutsuka & Miyama 1997)1. Thus, in order
to understand the origin and property of a collapsing spherical cloud, it is useful to investigate
the evolution of the filamentary clouds. Previous works about fragmentation of the primor-
dial filamentary clouds include one-zone models (Uehara et al. 1996; Flower 2002; Omukai &
Yoshii 2003) and one-dimensional models (Nakamura & Umemura 1999, 200I,2002; Uehara
& Inutsuka 2000). Among these studies, Uehara et al. (1996), Omukai & Yoshii (2003), and
Nakamura & Umemura (1999, 2001) considered only H2 as a coolant, and the others considered
deuterated hydrogen molecules (HD) as well as H2. If the initial fraction of H2 is lower than
10-3, H2 becomes main coolant and fragment mass is I 
- 
500Mo. On the other hand, if the
initial fraction of H2 is higher than 3 x 10-3, the filamentary cloud with low initial density
(no < 10acm-3) cools mainly owing to HD cooling since H2 promotes formation of HD with
higher cooling rate. In this case, fragment mass is 1 
- 
740Mo. When HD becomes main
coolant, the filamentary clouds cool down to lower temperature (e.g., 
- 
40K) and fragment
into less massive fragments than when H2 is main coolant. However, all of these previous pa-
pers except for Omukai & Yoshii (2003) did not consider the effect of the external dissociating
radiation.
Omukai & Yoshii (2003) investigated fragmentation of the filamentary cloud under UV
radiation using a one-zone model. Based on the results by Nakamura & Umemura (2001),
they assumed that the filamentary cloud fragments when its density becomes 100 times higher
than the loitering point where temperature is a local minimum in p 
- 
T plane owing to H2
cooling. The filamentary cloud needs higher density in order to shield itself from the stronger
external radiation. Thus, the density at the loitering point is higher with the stronger radi-
ation. They concluded that the fragment mass is smaller under the stronger UV radiation.
However, the condition for fragmentation given by Nakamura & Umemura (2001) was consid-
ered for the cases without the external radiation. Thus, it is not clear that this condition for
fragmentation is applicable to the case with the external dissociating radiation. Furthermore,
lAs for formation and fragmentation, we review in Appendix A.
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if the filamentary cloud loses enough amount of H2 owing to photodissociation, temperature
increases and pressure gradient force is expected to become stronger. In such a case, dynamical
time is expected to become longer than the timescale of fragmentation, and fragmentation is
possible to occur during efficiently adiabatic phase. Thus, fragment mass is expected to be-
come larger under the external radiation. However, Omukai & Yoshii (2003) did not consider
this possibility.
In this thesis, we investigate the effect of photodissociating radiation on the thermal and
dynamical evolution of the collapsing filamentary cloud and on the resulting fragment mass.
We investigate whether or not the external radiation increases fragment mass. Instead of
assuming free-fall collapse as Omukai & Yoshii (2003), we treat the pressure effect explicitly
by solving the virial equation or one-dimensional hydrodynamics taking into account the effect
of pressure gradient force. This is important especially with the insufficient cooling as a result
of efficient photodissociation. As for the condition for fragmentation, we assume that the
filamentary cloud fragments when the timescale of fragmentation becomes shorter than the
timescale of density evolution. Previous and our studies are summarized in Table.1.1 and 1.2.
We consider the simplest case where the dissociating radiation is isotropic. As for the
intensity of the external radiation originating from halos forming pop IIIs, we refer to the
result by Dijkstra et al. (2003) who investigated the mean intensity of the external dissociating
radiation in the universe at redshift z 
- 
I0. We assume that the external radiation turns on
when the filamentary cloud forms (n > 10cm-3) in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
We explain model for the filamentary cloud in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 and 4, we investigate
collapse and fragmentation of the primordial filamentary cloud under the external radiation
with one-zone models. In Chapter 5, we investigate with one-dimensional model. In Chapter
6, we discuss the origin of difference between our results and Omukai & Yoshii (2003). Chapter
7 is devoted to conclusion and future prospects.
Vヽithout HD Vヽith HD
Uniform model Uehara et al. (1996) Flower (2002)
One-dimensional
model
Nakamura & Umemura
(1999, 2001)
Uehara & Inutsuka (2001)
Nakamura & Umemura (2002\
Table 1-.1: Papers which investigated fragmentation of filamentary clouds without the external
radiation
Without Pressure With Pressure
Uniform model Omukai & Yoshii (2003) Bessho & Tsuribe (2012a)
One-dimensional model Bessho & Tsuribe (20I2b)
Table 1.2: Papers which investigated fragmentation of filamentary clouds with the effect of the
external dissociating radiation

Chapter 2
Model for the filamentary clouds
We introduce a model for a filamentary cloud. In this chapter, we mainly introduce uniform
one-zone model. This simple one-zone model gives us clear conclusion. The results of the
uniform one-zone model are shown in Chapter 3. In Chapters 4 and 5, we introduce more
realistic models. We introduce modification to the uniform model at the beginning of Chapter
4 and 5.
We describe some assumptions which are also assumed in the later chapters. We assume
that the filamentary cloud is infinitely long and axisymmetric without rotation. Magnetic field
and turbulence are neglected. We do not consider dark matter for simplicity. In the case with
high initial density, baryon density is expected to dominate dark matter density and it will
give a good approximation. In the case with the low initial density, we will underestimate the
effect of dark matter (e.g., large infall velocity owing to dark mattei gravity).
2.L Basic equations
We assume that the filamentary clouds are uniform. We solve the virial equation for the
dynamical evolution in the cylindrical radial direction (Uehara et al. 1996). The virial equation
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where G is gravitational constant, I is the line mass (mass per unit length) of the filamentary
cloud,
:寡=2Ψ+2Π―GJ2,
f二
勇
ρr2αy
is the inertial lnoment per unit length、vith dens y ρ and radius r,
Ψ=ェ:μ′
2αy
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for the filamentary cloud of unit length with volume V is
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(2.4)
is the integrated pressure per unit length with local pressure P. By substituting Eqs.(2.2)-(2.4)
into Eq.(2.1), we have
(2.5)
where R is the radius of the filamentary cloud, 7 is temperature, and l"(7) is the critical line
mass for the hydro-static isothermal filamentary cloud defined as
t"(r): ry+ e.6)Ums\t
(Ostriker 1964; see Appendix A) with Boltzmann constant k6, m€&n molecular weight p, and
mass of a hydrogen atom ms.
For the thermal evolution, we solve energy equation
(2.7)
●・助
2.2.EXTERNAL RADIATION
with adiabatic exponent 7u6. The first term of the right hand side in Eq.(2.7) denotes adiabatic
heating. The radiative cooling rate A..6q per unit volume includes lines of H, lines of H2, lines
of HD, and continuum (see appendix B in detail). For the radiative cooling, the effect of
radiative transfer is included according to Susa et al. (1996) (see Appendix C). The symbol
A"h"- represents heating/cooling rate associated with chemical reactions. Equation of state
for ideal gas
9
^t^ rF
o 
- 
PnBt
' 
- lt*n
is assumed.
We consider non-equilibrium chemical reactions by solving equations
讐=71たtルん加十考Fた″ん,
(2.o
(2.10)
where n is number density of all nuclei, kiik and kii are reaction rates for formation and
destruction of species i,, and /, is the fraction of species i. We consider the following fourteen
species : H, H+, H-, Hr, Hf , He, He+, He++, D, D*, D-, HD, HD+, and e-. We consider
35 reactions concerned with H and He taken from Omukai (2001) and 18 reactions concerned
with H and D taken from Nakamura & Umemura (2002). We also consider photodestruction
of species D, D-, and HD+ (we refer to Galli & Palla 1998 for D and HD+ and FYolov 2004
for D-). Eq.(2.10) is solved numerically with implicit integraror.
2.2 External radiation
We assume that the external dissociating radiation to be isotropic. As for the mean intensity
of the dissociating radiation, we consider one aL z 
- 
10. Estimated from the surrounding star-
forming halos, the probability distribution of the mean intensity of the dissociating radiation
was investigated by Dijkstra et al. (2008) (see Appendix D). We adopt mean intensities whose
probabilities are 
- 
0.41 and 
- 
0.06 in Dijkstra et al. (2008). Moreover, we assume that the
10.4 is the highest probability
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external radiation is thermal radiation from l20Ms stars and their surface temperature (7"u. :
95719K) is determined according to Schaerer (2002). We also assume that the ionization photon
does not reach the filamentary clouds from light sources and that the external dissociating
radiation turns on when the filamentary cloud forms.
The photodissociation reaction of H2 is given by,
Hz*t ,Hz* --2H, (2.11)
H2 in excited state. The(Solomon process) where 1 is photon with 12.4eV and H2* represents
reaction rate of photodissociation of H2 is given by
k2*.p:1.4 x 10eJ, s-1, Q.r2)
where J, is local mean intensity of the dissociating radiation. When we calculate this photodis-
sociation reaction, we consider the extinction of photon by dissociation of H2 and absorption
by continuum processes. During penetrating the filamentary cloud from the surface to the
center, the intensity of the dissociating radiation decreases owing to dissociation of H2 and ab-
sorption by continuum processes. In this chapter, the effect of radiative transfer of dissociation
photon is approximated in term of the product of shield function as J, : f"nf"onJr,s, where
,f"n is self-shielding function due to H2, .f"o' is decreasing rate associated with absorption by
continuum processes, and J,,s is the mean intensity of the dissociating radiation at the surface
of the filamentary cloud.
First, we consider the photon decreasing rate, /"o,r, associated with the absorption of dis-
sociation photon by continuum processes. Radiative transfer equation along the s-direction is
given by
―たνち十ノン,
where 1, is the intensity of the radiation of frequency u, k,
with continuum processes, and j, is emissivity (see Appendix
αち
ds
(2.13)
total opacity associated
focus on the dissociation
?????
??
?
2.2.EXTERNAL RADIATION
photons with 12.4eV. For simplicity, we assume that the scattered photons are absorbed
immediately. We also assume j, : 0 since j, mainly consists of lines and continuum with
lower energy lhan 12.4eV. We consider the ray tracing in various directions. Using the length
E/ sin d from the surface to the center of the filamentary cloud with angle d from the axis of
the filamentary cloud, the intensity of the external radiation at the center (r : 0) is given by
ち0=みo∝p(―綿)・ 0・10
Hence, f 
"onJr,o 
is given by
0.15)
The integral of the right hand side in Eq.(2.15) is calculated using the fitting formulae given
in Appendix E. In typical results shown in the following chapters, the value of 
.f"on is found
to be larger than 0.97 during the collapse in low density regime (n < l02cm-3), where the
photodissociation of H2 is effective. The absorption in the low density cloud has only a minor
effect.
Second, we consider self-shielding function, /.1,. This function represents degree of pho-
todissociation as function of column density of H2, .ly'11r, and is given by
ん。nJレ,0=争ズ
2π
 αφり(π
 αθ Sin θexp(―まf;)・
鬼hi=Inin11,(1画1lti[=,)~3/41
焔2=寡ズ
ンαφズ
παθ ttnθttηH2:ηL乳
0・1の
(Draine & Bertoldi 1996; see Appendix F). To estimate the effective column density in the
filamentary cloud, we estimate average in angle of the length between the surface and the
center. Using the length rB/ sin I from the surface to the center of the filamentary cloud in the
direction with angle d from the axis of the filamentary cloud, effective column density of the
filamentary cloud is estimated as
0・lη
where ns, is number density of H2. Since R x n-1/2 in the filamentary cloud, effective column
density increases dirring collapse as 
-1y'11, 6. nsrB x nr/2. Finally, the photodissociation reaction
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rate of H2 is given by
た2step=1・4×109■。ntthめ,o「1 解.18)
2.3 Condition for fragmentation of the filamentary cloud
Nagasawa (1987) derived dispersion relation of dynamically equilibrium isothermal filamentary
cloud (see Appendix A). Figure 2.1 shows the dispersion relation for the filamentary cloud.
The most unstable wavelength is approximately given by
λmax=主～ 2πR, 0.1の
where k-.* is wave number for the most unstable mode. The largest growth rate is given by
crlmax: 0.3391/4rGP. ●.2o
Even in the case where a filamentary cloud collapses dynamically, above characteristic scales
are not modified largely (Inutsuka & Miyama 1992). Wavelength of the fastest growing mode
is same order as the diameter of the filamentary cloud. If the filamentary cloud collapses,
its diameter changes and wave length of the fastest growing mode becomes shorter during
collapse. If collapse is fast, perturbations have short lives in the most unstable state. On the
other hand, if the fastest growing mode has time enough to grow before the filamentary cloud
collapses, fragmentation is expected to occur. Thus, in this thesis, the filamentary cloud is
assumed to fragment when dynamical fime (plfl is longer than time for the fastest growing
mode to grow to non-linear, Tf a^u*. This condition has been also adopted by some papers
(Uehara et al. 1996; Nakamura & Umemura 1999, 2007,2002).
Using the wave length of the fastest growing mode ).u,* at the moment of fragmentation,
fragment mass is estimated as
Mfras: )-*/ 
- 
2trRl 0.21)
CONDITION FOR FRAGMENTATION OF THE FILAMENTARY CLOUD13
Figure 2.1: Dispersion relation of the dynamically equilibrium isothermal filamentary cloud in the
case of m : 0 (axisymmetric perturbation), 1 (non-axisymmetric perturbation). The symbol fI is
defined &s fI : c"l1/4iGp. This figure is taken from Nagasawa (1987)
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(Narita, Miyama, & Hayashi 1987a, b; Larson 1985; Uehara et al. 1996). According to
Eq.(2.21), fragment mass is proportional to the radius of the filamentary clouds at the moment
of fragmentation. If fragmentation occurs after the filamentary cloud collapses to a small radius
with high density, the fragment mass is small.
2.4 Parameters and initial conditions
In this thesis, we treat three physical quantities as parameters. The first one is the initial
number density n 6, the second one is the normalized intensity of the external radiation,
お1≡
Jhu:t3.6ev,0
9.22)10-21erg cm~2s-lHz-lsr-1'
and the third one is the line mass parameter,
o.2o
with initial density p6, initial temperature Ts, and initial radius Re. The reason why we
choose these three quantities is as follows: for dynamical evolution, the line mass parameter
/ is important. In the view point of thermal evolution, initial density n6 is important. The
intensity J21 and Tts ale necessary to study the effect of dissociation photon.
We consider cases with logro TLo : 1, t.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, and 6 for ns and
f : L.25, L.5, 7.75, 2, 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, and 3 for /. The typical value of / is 2. This value is
realized when the sheet-like gas fragments in the fastest growing mode (Miyama et al. 1987a).
For ,,/21, we consider Jzr:1, 6.5, and 10. As the intensity at, z 
- 
10, the case with Jzr: I
demonstrates the weak external radiation (Dijkstra et al. 2008), Jn:6.5 corresponds to the
average intensity, and J21: 10 represents strong radiation case whose probability is 0.06.
We assume that radial infall velocity at the surface of the filamentary cloud equals to
the sound speed. If the filamentary clouds form from the sheet-like cloud, gravitational force
is comparable to pressure gradient force in the filamentary cloud. Thus, the infall velocity
∫≡型発警発
生Rる=蒜
PARAMETERS AND INITIAL CONDITIONS
when the filamentary cloud forms is expected to be in the same order as the sound speed, i.e.,
'tr : 
-(tcs with a numerical coefficient a - O(L) which depends on the details of fragmentation.
As a typical value, we set a: I according to Nakamura & Umemura (2002).
In Chapters 3-5; the filamentary cloud is assumed to form from a cloud which experiences
H2 cooling without UV radiation. We also assume that the external radiation turns on when
the filamentary clouds form. For the thermal evolution, the initial values of temperature, 7s,
and fraction of H2, fu, are important. We adopt typical values for them as 70 : 300K and
fn" : 10-4. As the value of fu, ft, - 10-4 - 10-3 is typically seen in cosmological simulations
without the external radiation (e.9., Abel et al. 1998). We discuss initial H2 fraction with
the effect of the dissociating radiation in $3.3. Flaction of He, ,fH", is set to be 0.0825 which
corresponds to the mass fractionY, : 0.244 (Izotov & Thuan 1998). Initial fraction of electron,
f., rs set to be 10-a according to Uehara et al. (1996). We adopt this value of f" rn order
for electron not to change fi1, artificially in the early stage of collapse2. Initial fraction of
proton is determined from the charge conservation. We assume that D/H : 4x 10*5, which is
consistent with observations of the deuterium Lya feature in the absorption spectra of high-
redshift quasars (e.g., O'Meara et al. 2001). Fbaction of other species is set to be zero at the
initial state.
15
2Electron helps H2 formation via H- channel.

Chapter 3
Numerical results I : uniform orte-zone
model
In this chapter, we show numerical results for the uniform one-zone model of a filamentary
cloud which was mentioned in Chapter 2. Comparing results in the cases with and without the
external radiation, the effect of the external radiation is clarified. The contents in this chapter
are based on Bessho & Tsuribe (2012a).
3.1 Numerical results
3.1.1 Cases without the external radiation
In order to clarify the effect of the external radiation, at first, we show the numerical results
in the cases without the external radiation.
Low initial density and large line mass
First, we show the case with low initial density and large line mass (figure 3.1; (/, no, Jzr) :
(3, 10cm-3,0)). Fbom the early stage of collapse, adiabatic heating rate is a little higher
t7
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(a)
(b)
,c
I-------
(C)
oo 1o2 104 106
Figure 3.1: Evolution of the temperature (a), 
"fu, (b), I and l" (c), the heating and cooling rate
(d), and l6rn and fr..e (e), respectively, as a function of the density for the case with (f ,no,Jn) :
(3,10cm-3,0). Labels "adiabatic" denotes the adiabatic heating, "H2" does the H2 line cooling,
"HP" does the HD line cooling, and "chemical" does the chemical heating or cooling. The continuum
cooling is not shown because it is not effective. This figure is taken from Bessho & Tsuribe (2012a).
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3.1.NUMERICAL RESULTS
than H2 cooling rate and temperature gradually increases. At n 
- 
108cm-3, l" overcomes
l, and collapse of the filamentary cloud begins to be decelerated. Above n 
- 
108cm-3, the
three-body reaction becomes efficient and H2 fraction increases to 
- 
0.4. At n 
- 
1010cm-3,
although H2 cooling is still effective, chemical heating associated with the three-body reaction
of H2 formation also becomes effective. Thus, temperature continues to increase. When the
density reaches n 
- 
101rcm-3, temperature stops increasing owing to sufficient cooling with
a large fraction of H2. The filamentary cloud becomes optically thick to H2 line emissions at
n 
- 
1012cm-3. Around this density, temperature increases again and it eventually exceeds
2000K. Such a high temperature state causes collisional dissociation of H2. Since chemical
cooling associated with this dissociation cannot dominate adiabatic heating, temperature is
kept high enough to decelerate collapse. As a result, the filamentary cloud fragments when
density reaches n 
- 
1015cm-3. Several authors pointed out that H2 collision-induced emission
becomes effective at, n 
- 
13rs.--3 (Omukai & Nishi 1998; Ripamonti & Abel 2004; Yoshida et
al. 2006). However, in the case in figure 3.1, since temperature is high (- 3000K) ,8070 of H2 is
dissociated and cooling rate of H2 collision-induced emission is smaller than adiabatic heating
rate by two orders of magnitude. Since the density of the filamentary cloud at fragmentation
is very high (n 
- 
1015cm-3), fragment mass is small (- 0.lMo).
In summary, the evolution of the low density models with large line mass is affected largely
by radiative cooling and chemical heating/cooling associated with Hz. In this sense) our result
is qualitatively the same as the previous results of Uehara et al. (1996) and Nakamura &
Umemura (1999, 2001, 2002).
High initial density and small line mass
Next, we show the case with high initial density and small line mass (figure 3.2; (f ,no,Jzt):
(1.25,106cm-3,0)). Adiabatic heating dominates cooling a little after the early stage of the
collapse, n I 3 x 106cm-3. Collapse is accelerated only in the early stage of collapse (n (
2 x 106cm-3) and not after that. Since acceleration is limited in the short density range,
19
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Figure 3.2: Same as figure 3.1, but (f ,no, Jzt) : (1.25, 106cm-',0). This figure is taken from Bessho
& Tsuribe (2072a).
collapse of the filamentary cloud is limited at lower density (n 
- 
108cm-3) and fragment mass
is larger (- 90Mo) than the case in figure 3.1. Different from the case in figure 3.1, H2 cooling
never dominates in this case.
We show fragment mass for various n6 and / (figure 3.3). All lines are similar to each
other and can be approximated a,s M6ur 
- 
230nio'o:7r-5't with an error at most factor 4
at / : 3. This approximate function agrees with numerical results at low f (< 2). The
fragment mass is determined mainly bV f . This tendency agrees with the result of Uehara et
al. (1996). Nakamura & Umemura (2002) suggested that fragment mass depends mainly on
Ю
Lト
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Figure 3.3: Ragment mass in the cases without the external radiation with various of n6 and /. In
the cases with / : 2.5 and n6 ( 105cm-3, Hz forms by three body reaction and cools cloud strongly.
Since cooling helps collapse, the filamentary clouds collapse up to high density (- 1013cm-3) and the
fragment mass becomes small (< IMd. This figure is taken from Bessho & Tsuribe (2012a).
rls. Our results disagree with that of Nakamura & Umemura (2002). This difference comes
from simplicity that the filamentary cloud is assumed to be uniform iir the present model.
In the uniform model, virial temperature is determined by the line mass of the whole cloud
(f l")) t. On the other hand, the evolution of the more realistic non-uniform filamentary cloud
includes run-away characteristics of the flow. The improved model with the effect of run-away
collapse is introduced in Chapter 4 (the one-dimensional model is considered in Chapter 5).
3.L.2 Cases with the external radiation
We showed the results in the case without the external dissociating radiation in previous
subsection. Next, we show the results with the external radiation. Comparing with previous
lSince collapse of the uniform filamentary cloud is homologous, virial temperature is determined by whole
line mass, that is fl". On the other hand, in the more realistic case, since collapse of the filamentary cloud is
in run-away fashion, virial temperature is determined by mass of the central region. The mass of the central
region mainly depends on no.
『??
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Figure3.4: Sameasfigure3.l,but (f,no,Jzr): (3,10cm-3,10). ThisfigureistakenfromBessho
& Tsuribe (2012a).
subsection, we clarifv the effect of the external radiation.
Low initial density.and large line mass with strong radiation
First, we show the case with low initial density, large line mass, and strong external radiation
(figure 3.4; (f ,no,Jzr): (3, 10cm-3, 10)). This case in figure 3.4 corresponds to the case in
figure 3.1 with the external radiation. Because of low initial density, the filamentary cloud
may suffer photodissociation in the early stage of collapse. In figure 3.4, it is seen that fi1,
decreases at the start of collapse (n 
- 
10cm-3) owing to photodissociation and adiabatic
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heating dominates from the early stage of collapse. Cylindrical collapse is decelerated at
n 
- 
I02cm-3 since temperature increases. However, this deceleration is temporary and the
filamentary cloud does not fragment at this point. Instead, it continues to collapse and shields
itself from the dissociation photon. Then, fi1, begins to increase at, n - 102cm-3. After that,
H2 cooling becomes efficient and the evolution becomes similar to that in figure 3.1. As a result,
the filamentary cloud collapses until it becomes optically thick to H2 lines, and it fragments
into the low mass clumps with 0.14M6. In this case, the external radiation affects thermal
evolution in the early stage and does not change fragment mass because of large line mass.
Low initial density and small line mass with strong radiation
Next, we show the case with low initial density, small line mass, and strong external radiation
(figure 3.5; ("f, no, Jzr) : (1.25,10cm-3, 10)). In this case, the filamentary cloud fragments at
lower density than in figure 3.4 because of small line mass. In the early phase, the external radi-
ation photodissociates H2 since dissociation photon penetrates the filamentary cloud with low
column density. The early photodissociation suppresses H2 cooling. As a result, temperature
increases adiabatically until fragmentation. Since collapse is terminated and fragmentation
occurs at low density (- 34cm-3), fragment mass is very large (- 705Md.
The different results between the cases with (figure 3.4) and without the external radiation
(figure 3.1) originates from whether or not H2 is dissociated by the external radiation in the
early stage. It is found that the filamentary clouds with low f (< 2.5) evolve adiabatically and
fragment into very massive clumps if Hz is photodissociated sufficiently enough to suppress H2
cooling.
The difference between results of figure 3.4 and figure 3.5 is originated from the different
value of line mass. In both case, since the initial density is low, H2 is dissociated and the
filamentary clouds evolve adiabatically in the early stage, Since line mass for the case in figure
3.5 is smaller, a slight increase of temperature is sufficient to suppress collapse. On the other
hand, since the line mass for the case in figure 3.4 is larger, a slight increase of temperature
23
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Figure 3.5: Same as figure 3.1, but (f,no,Jzr): (1.25,10cm-t,t0). This figure is taken from
Bessho & Tsuribe (2012a).
is not sufficient to suppress collapse. Hence, in the case in figure 3.4, the filamentary cloud
does not fragment in the early stage of collapse and sufficient amount of H2 forms eventually
to cool the filamentary cloud. A critical line mass to shield themselves from the dissociation
photon is discussed analytically in 53.2.4.
High initial density and small line mass with strong radiation
Finally, we show the case with high initial density, small line mass, and strong external radi-
ation (figure 3.6; (/, no,Jzr): (I.25,106cm-3,10)). This case in figure 3.6 corresponds to the
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Figure 3.6: Same as figure 3.1, but (f,no,Jzr): (1.25,106cm-3,10). This figure is taken from
Bessho & Tsuribe (20I2a).
case in figure 3.2 with the external radiation. Because of high initial density, the filamentary
cloud may not suffer photodissociation. This is because the initial density is high enough to
shield the filamentary cloud from dissociation photon. The filamentary cloud fragments into
the slightly more massive fragments (230Mo) than in the case without the external radiation
(figure 3.2). This is because H2 is photodissociated a little and higher temperature suppresses
collapse at smaller density than in figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.7: The contours maps for the fragment mass in n6 
- 
/ plane for the case with (a) J21:0,
(b) Jzr : 1, (c) Jzt : 6.5, and (d) Jn : 10. The number attached to each solid line is mass of
fragment in units of Ms. The dashed line and the dot-dashed line denote Eq.(3.17) and Eq.(3.13),
respectively. The region on right of the dash-dotted line satisfies fcoot > 16. This figure is taken from
Bessho & Tsuribe (2012a).
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3.1.3 Flagment mass
We show the effect of the external dissociating radiation on fiagment mass in figure 3.7 which
shows the fragment mass for all the parameters by using contours maps in ns 
- 
/ plane.
Results for different values of Jzt:0, 1, 6.5, and 10 are presented in different diagrams. Solid
lines in each diagram of figure 3.7 represent constant fragment mass. The dotted line and the
dash-dotted line will be introduced in $3.2. In diagram (b) with Jzt:1, the region with large
fragment mass (> n4Md is found in the range ns ( 101'5cm-3 and / < 1.5. This region is
clearly as the result of the external radiation since such a region does not exist in diagram (a)
with 
-I21 :0. With larger J21in diagrams (c) and (d), it is seen that the region with massive
fragment (> l04Md becomes larger in n6 
- 
/ plane. In diagram (c), this region spreads up
to ns ( 102cm-3 and / < 2.25. In diagram (d), this region spreads up to f < 2.5.
However, in the case with ns ) I02cm-3 or f > 2.5, it is seen that the fragment mass is
hardly changed by the external radiation. This is explained as follows : as for the cases with
large ne, the filamentary clouds shield themselves from the dissociating radiation from the
early stage of evolution. As for the cases with large /, as shown in figure 3.4, the filamentary
clouds continue to collapse up to density high enough to shield themselves from the external
radiation and to form H2 even if H2 is photodissociated in the early stage of collapse.
3.2 Analytic investigation
In this section, we analytically investigate the property shown in the numerical results in $3.1.
To explain the property of the collapsing filamentary cloud, three criteria are considered in
the view point whether or not the filamentary cloud can cool during collapse.
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3.2.I Cooling criterion 1 : whether cooling is effective or not
There is a critical value no of. initial density that determines whether or not H2 cooling dom-
inates adiabatic heating at the start of collapse. Before we consider the effect of the external
radiation, we first derive no without the effect of the external radiation. If initial density is
less than no. If H2 cooling dominates adiabatic heating at the start of collapse, the following
inequality is satisfied :
―P島
:<t卜
・
The rate of H2 C001ing is approxilnated as
(Galli&Palla 1998),where AH2 iS in units of erg cm~3s-1.Assuming that
collapse is the fl・ee―Lll time(1/ρ・αρ/αι=―ι『
1),Eq.(3.1)g市eS
0.1)
0.動
the timescale of
o.3)
the cooling
た32Ъ∨/2πGρ<午.
μmH
In the case for η≪ 104cm~3 in Eq。(3.2)withん2=10 4 for the initial state,
condition is found to be
η>ηα≡ 1・9×102(品
)~6(1:l号)~2cm~3. (3.4)
In the case with n > I}acm-3, adiabatic heating always dominates H2 cooling. Thus, H2
cooling dominates adiabatic heating at the start of collapse for no I ns < 10acm-3 if fn" : 1g-t
and 7o : 300K is assumed. In the case in figure 3.2, since the filamentary cloud has higher
initial density than 10acm-4, temperature increases at the early stage of collapse. Since this
condition (Eq.3.a) does not include the effect of the external radiation, Eq.(3.a) should be
accepted as a necessary condition for cooling.
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3.2.2 Equilibrium fraction of H2
Let us investigate the condition whether or not H2 cooling dominates adiabatic heating in
the early stage with the effect of the external radiation. Since cooling rate depends on H2
fraction, we first estimate the equilibrium fraction of H2 which is attained when formation
and photodissociation of H2 balance under the external radiation. Assuming the chemical
equilibrium between formation and photodissociation of H2, fraction of H2 is found to be
ん2=ηんたH― G.5)た2step
where kr,- :1.0 x 10-187 
"-3r-1 is the reaction rate for H- channel,
H tt H「→ H2+e (3.0
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On the other hand, assuming that N11, is larger than 101acm-2, timescale of photodissociation
is given by
At the initial state in our model, timescale of formation of H2, fsor-, is given by
/ro.- : i;+r:3 33 x 10,8(#)-'(m"_=) '(#)-',
姑"=轟=2X×r7(キ)‐(識卜)74(轟)‐&
け 郷赳了緩
～2“×Ю場(絲巧)ψ(轟)ψノんメm→
illto Eq。(3.8),we haVe
0。つ
0.鋤
Equilibrium H2 fraction, fi1r,"o, can be estimated by the condition f,fo'.- : f66". Substituting
the colunrn density
nlin12.88
は②
ん2ρq= ×Ю巧(ぶ缶)町
2(轟
)町
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According to Eq.(3.10), ,firr,"o is expected to be large for high density. In the cases with
Jzr:1,6.5, and 10, Eq.(3.10) predicts fu",.o - 1 for n> 76.6cm-3, 299cm-3, and 409cm-3,
respectively. In order to check the accuracy of Eq.(3.10), we compared ,fHr,"q with minimum
of fraction of H2 of the numerical results. As a result, in the cases with Jzr : 6.5 and 10, it
is found that fi1r,uo agrees with numerical results within error of 40 %. On the other hand, in
the case with ./zr : 1, it is found that fi1, given by Eq.(3.10) is about 2.5 orders of magnitude
smaller than the numerical result. This is because H, formation dominates photodissociation.
3.2.3 Cooling criterion 2 : whether cooling becomes effective \ /hen
formation and photodissociation of H2 balance
In this subsection, we derive the condition whether H2 cooling dominates adiabatic heating in
the early stage under the external radiation by assuming that the formation of H2 balances
with photodissociation. Cooling time is estimated as
ιc。。1 ==
3ηんBT
0.11)2AH2 '
where Eq.(3.2) is used in AHr. On the other hand, free-fall time of the uniform filamentary
cloud is given by
ιf=
ν/′27θρ
・ G.12)
<1,、ve have the critical initialBy equating f"ool and fs for n ( 10acm-3 with assuming ,fir,
density n6 as
G.13)
In the case with fl,s ) 71,6, H2 photodissociation is too weak to halt H2 cooling. On the other
hand, the case with ne ( n6 has a possibility to halt H2 cooling. In diagrams (b), (c), and
(d) of figure 3.7, prediction by Eq.(3.13) is plotted by the dash-dotted lines2. Comparing
2The dash-dotted line is not drawn in diagram (a) of figure 3.7 since we are interested only in the case with
bhe external radiation.
ηb=78clll~3(百
:[:て)~5/4({1))2/3∫
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with numerical results, it is found that the dash-dotted line in figure 3.7 gives us a reasonable
criterion for the formation of very massive fragments (M > l04Md.
3.2.4 Cooling criterion 3 : whether cooling is effective with adia-
batically increasing temperature
We investigate another criterion by which H2 cooling becomes effective during the hypothetical
collapse with increasing temperature as a result of strong photodissociation of H2 in the early
stage. There are numerical examples presented in figure 3.4/figure 3.5 where H2 cooling is
effective/ineffective. Since most of H2 is once photodissociated in both examples, the difference
between these two examples originates from the difference in line mass. Here, we derive the
critical line mass /" to enable effective H2 cooling after strong photodissociation from the
condition that the filamentary cloud continues to collapse up to the density high enough to
shield themselves from the dissociation photon. In the cases with f < f", H2 cooling never
dominates adiabatic heating and the filamentary clouds fragment into very massive fragments
(- I\a-sMs; c.f., figure 3.5).
We assume n: nb ( 10acm-3 (see Eq.(3.13)). We define that H2 cooling is "effective" if H2
cooling dominates adiabatic heating when the condition I : l"(7) is achieved (i.e., gravitational
force balances with pressure gradient force). We assume that thermal evolution is adiabatic
since initial density is low enough not to shield the filamentary cloud from the dissociation
photon. In the adiabatic evolution, temperature T at the density n is given by
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In the initial state, we assume I > l.(T). As the filamentary cloud collapses l"(7) increases,
and l"(T) becomes as large as l. Then, we have
鮮 十九0. 0.15)
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Since the filamentary clouds mainly consist of hydrogen atom, we assume F - l. Using
Eqs.(3.la) and (3.15), we have
T=∫Ъ.
Using Eqs(3.13),(3.14),and(3.16),、ve have
(3.16)
0.1つ
In figure 3.7, the condition f : f" is shown by dashed lines. It is seen that the dashed line in
diagrams (c) and (d) approximately coincides with the solid line for fragment mass 
- 
105 Mo
given by numerical results of the collapsing filamentary cloud. Thus, we conclude that the
condition f < f" with Eq.(3.17) provides a useful criterion for the formation of very massive
fragments. Assuming Eq.(3.10) in the case with Jzr:1, the criterion /" has about factor 3 of
error.
3.3 Discussion
Although initial H2 fraction is assumed to be 10-a at n : ns ) 10cm-3, this value of H2
fraction is expected to be affected by the external radiation before the density of the cloud
reaches ns. In previous papers without the external radiation, fsr: 10-a 
- 
10-3 is adopted
as states for the filamentary cloud after virialization (e.g., Uehara et al. 1996; Nakamura &
Umemura 1999, 2001, 2002). In this sense) our choice of initial value, ft" : 10-4, should be
regarded as the case where the external radiation turns on at the moment when the filamentary
cloud forms.
Here we discuss the validly of our assumption that initial 
.fn, is set to be 10-a when the
external radiation turns on before the filamentary cloud forms. We investigate how much fi1,
is expected at n :10cm-3 in the case where the external radiation turns on when n : nrJv <
10cm-3. As a result of the evolution of H2 fraction started from sufficiently low initial density
ん=20(イい)刊
3(品
)刊
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)で・
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Figure 3.8: The fraction of H2 at n: 10cm-3, as function of ngy which is the density at which light
sources turn on. Each line corresponds to various J21. This figure is taken from Bessho & Tsuribe
(2072a).
rro : 0.1cm-3 with zero initial fraction of H2, we show H2 fraction at n :10cm-3 as a function
of ngy for the cases with different J21 in figure 3.8. It is seen that H2 fraction expected at
rz : 10cm-3 is much different in the cases with different Jzr and nuv. Flom figure 3.8, we
concluded that initial fraction ft" : 10-a at n : rlo is valid only when the external radiation
turns on at the moment when the filamentary cloud fbrms.
3。4 Sunllnary of unifbrnl one―zone lnodel
It is found that with initial H2 fraction fu" : 10-4, the filamentary cloud with low initial
density (ro < 102cm-3), and moderate line mass (/ ( 2) loses its cooling ability as a result
of photodissociation of H2 by the external radiation whose mean intensity rs J21 > 6.5. In
such a case, gravitational collapse proceeds adiabatically, and the filamentary clouds fragment
into more massive fragments (- L0a-5 Md than the case without the external radiation (-
0.1 
- 
50Md. In the cases with lower intensity of the external radiation, the filamentary
cloud collapses without fragmentation to density which is high enough for H2 to form as a
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result of self-shielding. In these cases, fragment mass is expected to be similar to the case
without the external radiation. If the initial density is high (ro > 102cm-3), the filamentary
cloud shields itself from the dissociation photons. However, in such a high initial density case,
adiabatic heating dominates cooling. As a result, they fragment into more massive fragments
(- 100Mo) than in the low initial density cases with effective H2 cooling. Summarizing
the results of numerical calculations, figure 3.7 clearly shows that the effect of the external
dissociating radiation increases fragment mass in low initial density cases. In $3.2, we derived
an analytic criterion for the formation of very massive fragments via photodissociation. It is
found that massive fragment is expected if the cooling time with equilibrium H2 fraction is
longer than the free-fall time at the end of hypothetical adiabatic collapse (Eq.3.17).
3.5 Problem of uniform one-zone model
So far, we have assumed a uniform filamentary cloud where density of cloud is constant.
However, fragment mass predicted by the uniform model of the filamentary cloud tends to
be lower than the result with more realistic treatment such as one-dimensional calculation
(Uehara & Inutsuka 2000). Although sub-solar fragments are found in figure 3.7, they are not
found in the results of one-dimensional hydrodynamical calculations (see figure 3.9; Nakamura
& Umemura 2002). F\rrthermore, fragment mass is determined by / in the present result
(figure 3.7), although it also depends on ns in one-dimensional calculations (figure 3.9). In
the uniform one-zone model, collapse of the filamentary cloud is homologous, and line mass is
constant. However, collapse of the filamentary cloud is actually a run-away collapse (Inutsuka
& Miyama 1992), and line mass of the dense central region decreases as collapse proceeds. In
order to take into account these effect, in Chapter 4, we develop the improved one-zone model
which partly captures the effect of run-away collapse.
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Figure 3.9: The contours maps for the fragment mass in ns 
- 
/ plane for the case with (To, fnr) :
(300K, fO-3). The ordinate denotes the initial central density and the parameter /, respectively. The
solid lines denote the contours of the fragment mass. The number attached to solid line is fragment
mass in unit of Me. Thick dashed-line is the line at which AHz : Asp at the fragmentation. In the
left region of the dashedline, HD cooling is more efficient than H2 cooling. The symbol p"o is line
mass of equilibrium filamentary cloud. This figure is taken from Nakamura & Umemura (2002).

Chapter 4
Numerical results II : rarefied filament
model
As pointed at the end of Chapter 3, collapse of the filamentary cloud actually collapses in
run-away fashion. However, in the uniform one-zone model, collapse is homologous, and the
filamentary cloud collapses up to higher density than in more realistic situation (e.g., one-
dimensional calculations). We need to take into account the effect of run-away collapse and in
this chapter we develop improved one-zone model. In order to include the effect of run-away
collapse, we model decreasing of line mass as collapse proceeds. Hence, the filamentary cloud
fragments at lower density than the uniform one-zone model. Smaller line mass at the moment
of fragmentation predicts smaller fragment mass than in uniform one-zone model. However,
Iower density at the moment of fragmentation predicts larger fragment mass. As a result,
whether fragment mass is smaller or larger than in uniform one-zone model is not obvious.
The cpntents in this chapter are based on Bessho & Tsuribe (20I2a).
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4。l  Modincation to the lnodel
Consider a collapsing filamentary cloud with uniform initial density and pressure. As the cloud
collapses, radius of the cloud decreases. In addition to this, the rarefaction wave propagates
inward from the outer boundary according to
where f is the position of the rarefaction front, / is the line mass, and p is density inside f.
Combining with the solution of density, velocity for homologous collapse, and i : ri2 p, we
can calculate the evolution of f and /. Urirrg F and i we define and solve the modified virial
equation instead of Eq.(2.5) as
嘉 =-27rrρ
cs,
霧=―平{JちC)},
“
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where 0 is the infall velocity at the rarefaction wave front. Hereafter we denote this model
as the "rarefied filament model". Different from the uniform one-zone model in previous
sections, in the rarefied filament model / decreases as the cloud collapses. Thus, in this model
the right hand side of Eq.(4.2) becomes positive at lower density than the uniform one-zone
model (trq.(Z.S)). Similarly, fragmentation is expected to occur at lower density in the rarefied
filament model. These differences are originated from the property of run-away collapse. For
fragmentation, the condition introduced in $2.3 is assumed. Mass of the fragment is calculated
using Mrras:2trfl tnstead of Eq.(2.21).
4.2 Numerical results
4.2.1 Cases without the external radiation
In order to clarify the effect of the external dissociating radiation, we first show the result
in the case without the external radiation. F\rrthermore, we show the difference between the
uniform filament model (Chapter 3) and rarefied filament model.
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Figure 4.1: Evolution of the temperature (a), ,fH, (b), I and. t" (c), the heating and cooling rate
(d), and t6y1 and fr,ue (e), respectively, as a function of the density for model with (/, no,Jzt) :
(3,10cm-3,0), in which "adiabatic" denotes the adiabatic heating, "H2" does the H2 line cooling,
"HD" does the HD line cooling, and "chemical" does the chemical heating or cooling. We omit the
continuum cooling because it is not effective. This figure is taken from Bessho & Tsuribe (20L2a).
Low initial density and large line mass
In figure 4.1, the result for the rarefied filament model is shown for the case with large line
mass and low initial density, (f ,ro, Jzt) : (3, 10cm-3,0). Compared with the uniform one-zone
model in figure 3.1, the cloud fragments at lower density as expected. Density at fragmentation
is 5.0 x 10-12 times that in the uniform model and effective radius of the filamentarv cloud at the
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moment of fragmentation is larger by 5.1 x 105. On the other hand, line mass is / : 2.I x 10-21
at the moment of fragmentation. As a result of combination of these effects, fragment mass
(I27Md is 1.1 x 103 time larger than in the uniform one-zone model. The result of fragment
mass still differs by about factor 4 from the previous result of the one-dimensional calculation
(e.g., Nakamura & Umemura Q0A2)t). This is because even with the rarefied filament model,
complete property of run-away collapse cannot be captured for the filamentary cloud with
initial density profile with the density central concentration.
High initial density and small line mass
Next, in figure 4.2, the result is shown for the case with small line mass and high initial density,
(f ,no,Jzr): (7.25,106cm-3,0). Compared with the uniform one-zone model in figure 3.2,in
the rarefied filament model, fragmentation density is 3.2 x 10-2 of that in the uniform one-zone
model. Effective radius of the filamentary cloud at the moment of fragmentation. is 5.6 times
larger, but line mass at that moment is 0.251. As a result, fragment mass (64Me) is 1.4 times
larger than in the uniform model.
In summary, figure 4.3 shows the fragment mass for various n6 and / in the case without
the external radiation. All lines are similar to each other and can be approximated as Mpu, 
-
30000n6-03/-a with an error at most factor 2 at f :3. Although fragrnent mass is still
determined mainly by /, dependence or ?')e becomes stronger than the uniform one-zone model.
This tendency is close to the result of Nakamura & Umemura (2002).
4.2.2 Case with the external radiation
Low initial densitv and small line mass
Let us show the result in the case with the external radiation. In figure 4.4, lhe result is
shown for the case with small line mass, high initial density, and strong external radiation,
lNote also that fragmentation timescale of Nakamura & Umemura (2002) is longer by factor 2.5 than ours.
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Figure 4.2: Same as figure 4.1, but (f ,no, Jzr) : (1.25, 106cm-3,0). This figure is taken from Bessho
& Tsuribe (2012a).
(f,no,Jzr): (1.25,10cm-3, 10). Compared with the uniform one-zone model in figure 3.5,
in the rarefied filament model, fragmentation density is 0.65 of that in the uniform one-zone
model. Effective radius of the filamentary cloud at the moment of fragmentation is 0.8 of the
uniform filamentary cloud and the line mass at that moment is 0.291. As a result, fragment mass
is 0.23 of that in the uniform one-zone model. Thus, fragment mass is smaller (- 2.6xI04Ma)
due to smaller line mass, but is still larger than in the case without the external radiation.
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Figure 4.3: The fragment mass in the cases without the external radiation with various of n6 and
/ in rarefied filament model. This figure is taken from Bessho & Tsuribe (2012a).
4.2.3 Fbagment mass
In summary, in figure 4.5 we plot contours maps of fragment mass in no 
- 
f plane for the
cases with Jzt : 0, 1, 6.5, and 10. Solid lines in each diagram represent constant fragment
mass. Comparing diagram (b), ("), and (d) with diagram (a), it is seen that fragment mass
for the cases with low initial density (ro < 192-2'5.--3) is strongly affected by the external
radiation. In the cases with these low n6, fragment mass is mainly determined by no instead of
/ and massive fragments form in the cases with .Izr ) 1. In the cases with high initial density
(no > 103cm-3), the fragment mass is approximately independent of the external radiation.
In the cases with high initial density, the filamentary cloud shields itself from the dissociation
photon from the early stage of collapse, and the effect of photodissociation is minor important.
We comment on the effects of run-away collapse. By comparing figure 4.5 with figure 3.7,
these effects are clearly noticed. The most remarkable difference is that strong dependence on
/ in figure 3.7 becomes weaker in figure 4.5. Furthermore, sub-solar fragments seen in figure
3.7 are not found in figure 4.5. Thus, we suspect that too small mass of fragments in figure 3.7
is the result of too idealized modeling with the uniform filamentary cloud in previous sections.
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Figure4.4: Sameasfigure4.l,butfortherarefiedfilamentmodel, (f,no,Jzt): (1.25,10cm-t,10).
This figure is taken from Bessho & Tsuribe (2072a).
However, in both of figure 4.5 and figure 3.7, massive fragments are seen in the cases with low
initial density (ro < 102cm-3) and J21(> 1). Thus, formation of massive fragment with the
external radiation can be regarded as a robust result.
4.3 Summarv of the rarefied filament model
With Jzr ) 1, the filamentary cloud with low initial density (ro < 102cm-3) fragments into
very massive clouds with 
- 
104Mo. This feature was seen also in the uniform one-zone
model (figure 3.7). However, only in the rarefied filament model, the filamentary cloud with
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Figure 4.5: The contours maps for the fragment mass for the cases with (a) Jn: 0, (b) JD. : 1,
(") Jn: 6.5, and (d) Jzr: \0. The number attached to each solid line is mass of fragment in units
of Ms. This figure is taken from Bessho & Tsuribe (2072a).
low initial density and large / fragments into very massive clouds. With high initial density
(ro > 102cm-3), the evolution of the filamentary cloud is hardly affected by the external
radiation both in the uniform and rarefied filament model since the filamentary cloud shields
itself from the external radiation.
Since line mass decreases as rarefaction wave propagates, most of the rarefied filamentary
clouds fragment at lower density than the uniform one-zone model. This effect is found to have
stronger effect than the decreasing of line mass. Hence, fragment mass usually becomes larger.
(b) J2l=1
(c) J2p6 (d) J2l=l
4.4.PROBLEⅣIS OF RAREFIED FILAヽNT4ヽ0DEL
As a result, sub-solar fragments seen in uniform one-zone model are not found in rarefied
filament model. In addition, it is clearly seen that the difference between figure 4.5 and figure
3.9 (one-dimensional model; Nakamura & Umemura 2002) becomes much smaller than that
between figure 3.7 (uniform model) and figure 3.9. Thus, in order to estimate fragment mass
correctly, it is important to capture the effect run-away collapse.
4.4 Problems of rarefied filament model
In this chapter, we assumed that in initial state the filamentary cloud is uniform. However,
this is not obvious, and the initial density profile of the filamentary cloud is more realistically
expected to have core-envelope structure since the filamentary cloud forms as a result of dy-
namical evolution. Other than the initial condition, we approximate the speed of rarefaction
wave to be the sound speed at the center. This may underestimate speed of rarefaction wave
since the dense central region has stronger cooling ability than the outer envelope. Actually,
speed of rarefaction wave depends on local temperature at rarefaction wave front. We also
assumed that fraction of H2 in the filamentary cloud is uniform and decreases simultaneously
in whole cloud when the filamentary cloud suffers photodissociation. Since the envelope actu-
ally suffers photodissociation earlier than the central region, fraction of H2 is expected not to
be spatially uniform. In order to resolve the problems mentioned above, we need to use the
one-dimensional hydrodynamical model as shown in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Numerical results III : one-dimensional
model
As pointed at the end of Chapter 4, the rarefied filament model still includes approximations
in which density, fraction of H2, and temperature are treated as constant. In order to solve
this problem, in this chapter, we use one-dimensional model. We can capture the full effect
of run-away collapse and can estimate fragment mass quantitatively as well as Nakamura &
Umemura (2001, 2002). The contents in this chapter are based on Bessho & Tsuribe (20L2b).
5.1 Modification to the model
5.1.1 Basic equations
Instead of the virial equation, we calculate dynamical evolution by solving hydrodynamical
equation of motion in Lagrangian form,
Du zcl ^ APDt: -; - 2trrfi, (5 1)
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where o is the velocity in the cylindrical radial direction, I is the line mass within cylindrical
radius r, and P is the pressure for ideal gas given by
P= ρたBT
“
・υknls
We solve Eq.(5.1) in the 2nd-order finite-difference scheme with von Neumann Richtmyer
artificial viscosty (cf. Thoul & Weinberg 1995). We test our code for one-dimensional model
in Appendix G.
As for transfer of radiation, we consider that the escape probability for emission from the
transition between level i and i is defined as
島=7,
72′ =イ
lllκ
ttlill αr′
T(η′島づ―%Bり)α/,= υイ   8π△ν2′
(5.3)
with assuming the velocity profile u,(r) x r (Castor 1970). The cooling rate for optically thin
medium is multiplied by this escape probability. Optical depth, rii, rs given by
“
・→
where Eoul is radius of the outer boundary, nii is opacity for lines, huii rs energy difference
between levels e and j , ni (n j) is the level population at level i (j), Boi and Bir are the Einstein
B-coefficients, and 6uu: rrilr/ZfuTl1tm11is the thermal Doppler width of transition line
i-j.
We calculate Eq.(5.1), equation of thermal energy, non-equilibrium chemical reactionsl,
and escape probability using 200 spatial meshes in cylindrical radial direction. As for initial
radius of meshes, we set to Ar111 : 1.01Ar, where Lrt : rt+t 
- 
ri. Hence, we calculate the
central region in detail. The mesh size L.ri is checked to be shorter thanll4 of local Jeans
1As for chemical reactions associated with H and He, we consider 26 chemical reactions taken from Nakamura
& Umemura (2001).
5.1.MODIFICATION TO THE MODEL
length at all times. We set outer boundary to be 10R6 as a sufficiently large value, where .86
is the effective radius given by
where / is line mass parameter,
center.
initial temperature,
(5.5)
and p6," is initial density at the
5.L.2 External radiation
We calculate the photodissociation reaction of H2 with self-shielding function (see Eq.(2.16))
at each point. For simplicity, we treat the external dissociating radiation in the radial direction
using the column density given by
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NHr(r) : l,^""' n'2(rt)d"rt.
5.1.3 Fbagmentation of the filamentary cloud
λfl.ag==2π
We modify the way to estimate fragment mass. We estimate fragment mass using line mass of
the dense central region as
」ヽイヒag 2rr'pdr', (5。つ
where
???
?
?
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?
?
?
?
?
?
?〓??
?
?
??
?〓
(5.0
(5.8)
is the wave length of the fastest growing mode (Nagasawa 1937). Since trr.ug x p-t/2, fragment
mass is smaller when the filamentary cloud reaches higher density before fragmentation. Since
interval of integration in Eq.(5.7) is approximately Jeans length, Jeans mass at fragmentation
is close to fragment mass (see $5.2.3).
2∫たBT。
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5.I.4 Parameters and initial conditions
In this chapter, we treat no, f , and J21as parameters. We consider cases with logls ns : 1,
1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5,5.5, and 6 and f : 1.5, 2, 2.5,3, 3.5, 4, 5.5, and 6. For ,,I21, we
consider Jzt:0, 1, 6.5, and 10 as in Chapter 3 and 4. We assume that the external radiation
turns on when the filamentary clouds form.
We set the initial density distribution as
ρ(γ)=ρ(0)(1す
だ:)2 (5。②
with R0 given in Eq.(5.5). For / : 1, Eq.(5.9) represents dynamically equilibrium distribution
for the isothermal filamentary cloud (Ostriker 1964; Appendix A). In this chapter, we restrict
the case with / ) 1 since we are interested in collapsing filamentary clouds. Initial velocity
distribution is assumed to be
ズ→―   Ъ
“
.10
where c" is sound speed. Although the actual initial velocity may depend on the formation
process of the filamentary cloud, the results of the filament collapse will not change qualitatively
unless initial velocity is much larger than a few times sound speed.
5.2
5.2.1
Numerical results
Cases without the external radiation
To investigate the effect of the external radiation, at first, we show the results of the cases
without the external radiation.
Low initial density and small line mass
First, we show the results for the case with low initial density and small line mass, (f ,no, Jzr) :
(1.5, 10cm-3,0) (figure 5.1). In the early stage of collapse, H2 cooling dominates adiabatic
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Figure 5.1: Evolution of the temperature (a), 
"fH, and "fuo x 104 (b), the heating and cooling rate (c)
(adiabatic heating, H2 cooling rate, HD cooling rate, and chemical heating/cooling rate), and l6"n and
fr.us (d), respectively, as a function of the central density for case with (/, no,Jzr): (1.5, 10cm-3,0).
This figure is taken from Bessho & Tsuribe (2072b).
heating a little, and temperature decreases. After the density reaches n 
- 
103cm-3, adiabatic
heating dominates H2 cooling. In n ) rLcrit 
- 
lOacm-t, H, cooling rate is proportional to
n while it is proportional to n2 in n I n.ri1. Hence, since cooling time becomes constant
in n > hcrit2, dynamical time becomes constant and longer than fragmentation time. When
n reaches 
- 
2 x 105cm-3, condition for fragmentation is satisfied with Myu, 
- 
l220Ma. To
ensure that fragmentation occurs, we continue to calculate the evolution until free-fall time has
past after the condition for fragmentation is first satisfied. We confirmed that once condition
for fragmentation is satisfied, it is kept to be satisfied.
(a)
Юtt‐
(b)
2Beyond critical density ng.11, LTE populations are achieved for the rotational levels of H2.
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Figure 5.2: Same as figure 5.1, but (f,no,Jzt): (6,10cm-3,0). This figure is taken from Bessho
& Tsuribe (20L2b).
Low initial density and large line mass
Next, we show the result for the case with low initial density and large line mass, (f ,ro, Jzr) :
(6, 10cm-3,0) (figure 5.2). Owing to larger line mass, the filamentary cloud collapses to higher
density than in figure 5.1. Collapse continues up to high density (n 
- 
106cm-3), and the
filamentary cloud fragments. Ilagment mass is 
- 
490Mo. Until fragmentation, adiabatic
heating and H2 cooling balance, and temperature is approximately constant (T 
- 
350K).
High initial density and small line mass
As the final example, we show the result for the case with high initial density and small line
mass, (f ,no,Jn) : (1.5, 106cm-t,0) (figure 5.3). In the early stage of collapse, adiabatic
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Figure 5.3: Sameasfigure5.1, but (f ,no,Jzt): (1.5,106cm-3,0).ThisfigureistakenfromBessho
& Tsuribe (2012b).
heating dominates H2 cooling and temperature increases. During collapse, H2 cooling rate
increases and approximately balances with adiabatic heating rate at n 
- 
3 x 106cm-3. Af-
ter temperature decreases a little, fragmentation condition is satisfied al n 
- 
107cm-3 since
collapse is suppressed owing to high temperature. Fragment mass is 
- 
370Mo.
In summary, in the cases without the external radiation, the filamentary cloud undergoes
approximately isothermal states and fragments. This feature comes from the fact that H2
cooling and adiabatic heating compete each other. The results in this subsection are similar
to previous works (Nakamura & Umemura 2001, 2002). For the same parameter set as figure
5.1, fragment mass was 23M6 in the uniform model and 3500M6 in rarefied filament model
as shown in Chapters 3 and 4. Flagment mass l220Ma in the one-dimensional model is close
to the results of the rarefied filament model. This result indicates that the effect of run-away
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Figure5.4: Sameasfigure5.l,but (f,no,Jzr): (1.5,10cm-3,10).ThisfigureistakenfromBessho
& Tsuribe (2012b).
collapse is important to estimate fragment mass.
5.2.2 Cases with the external radiation
In this subsection, using the same parameters as figures 5.1-5.3, we investigate how the external
radiation changes the thermal evolution and fragment mass of the filamentary cloud.
Low initial density and small line mass with strong radiation
First, we show the result for the case with low initial density, small line mass, and strong
external radiation, (f ,no,Jrt): (1.5, 10cm-3, tO) (figure 5.4), where the external radiation is
added to the case of figure 5.1. This case would be affected by the external radiation because
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Figure 5.5: Same as figure 5.1, but (f ,no,Jzt): (6,10cm-3,10). This figure is taken from Bessho
& Tsuribe (20L2b).
of low density. Most of H2 are photodissociated in the early stage of collapse, and temperature
increases adiabatically. The fllamentary cloud fragments into very massive fragments (- 2.4x
105Mo) at n 
- 
30cm-3. This result demonstrates that the filamentary cloud with low initial
density and small line mass fragments into more massive fragments and its thermal evolution
changes under the external dissociating radiation.
Low initial density and large line mass with strong radiation
Next, we show the result for the case with low initial density, Iarge line mass, and strong
external radiation, (f ,no,Jzr) : (6, 10cm-3,10) (figure 5.5), where the external radiation is
added to the case of figure 5.2. This case is also expected to be affected by the external
radiation because of low density. However, the filamentary cloud may collapse up to higher
(a)
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density than in figure 5.4 because of large line mass. In figure 5.5, it is seen that most of
H2 is photodissociated in the early stage of collapse and temperature increases adiabatically
as in figure 5.4. However, since the filamentary cloud is more massive than in figure 5.4,
stronger gravity and Iarge inertia help collapse. Flagmentation d6es not occur during early
adiabatic phase, and collapse continues until the density becomes higher than in figure 5.4.
At n 
- 
102cm-3, H2 starts to form and shields itself from the external radiation. Then, the
filamentary cloud starts to cool owing to H2 cooling. After n 
- 
103cm-3, since H2 cooling
balances with adiabatic heating, temperature becomes nearly constant (T 
- 
400K). The
filamentary cloud fragments into clouds with 
- 
590Mo at n 
- 
106cm-3. Flagment mass and
density at fragmentation are similar to the case without the external radiation (figure 5.2). In
the case with large line mass ("f : 6), it is found that fragment mass is hardly affected by the
external radiation although the evolution of temperature is affected by the external radiation
in the early stage of collapse.
High initial density and small line mass with strong radiation
Finally, we show the result for the case with high initial density, small line mass, and strong
externalradiation, (f,no,Jzr): (1.5, 106cm-t, 10) (figure5.6),wheretheexternalradiationis
added to the case of figure 5.3. In this case, the thermal evolution may not be affected by the
external radiation because of high density. Since initial density is high enough to shield the
filamentary cloud from the external radiation, in figure 5.6,H2 near the center of cloud is not
photodissociated. The evolution of temperature is similar to figure 5.3. Hence, in this case, it is
found that the thermal evolution is hardly affected by the external radiation. The filamentary
cloud fragments into clouds with 
- 
400Ma at n 
- 
107cm-3. It is found that the effect of the
external radiation is not important in the case with high initial density (ro:106cm-3).
In summary, in the case with low initial density (no < 102cm-3), the filamentary cloud
suffers photodissociation in the early stage of collapse. In such case, temperature increases
adiabatically. The filamentary cloud with small line mass (/ : 1.5) fragments during adiabatic
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Figure 5.6: Same as figure 5.1, but (f ,no, Jzt) : (1.5, 106cm-3, 10). This figure is taken from Bessho
& Tsuribe (201.2b).
phase. On the other hand, the filamentary cloud with large line mass (f : 6) does not fragment
during adiabatic phase and collapses with shielding itself from the external radiation. In this
case, fragment mass is hardly affected by the external radiation. In the case with high initial
density (no : 106cm-3), the thermal evolution of the filamentary cloud is hardlv affected by
the external dissociating radiation.
One-zone model predicts fragment mass different from what one-dimensional model pre-
dicts. For example, for the same parameter set as figure 5.4, uniform one-zone model pre-
dicted 1.5 x 105M. and rarefied model predicted 2.7 x l04Mo as shown in Chapters 3 and
4. One-dimensional model predicts 2.4 x t05 Mo. Difference between one-zone models and
one-dimensional model originates from difference of dynamical equation (virial equation in
one-zone model and hydrodynamical equation of motion in one-dimensional model). In one-
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dimensional model, collapse proceeds in run-away fashion, and fragmentation condition is
satisfied at lower density since line mass of small central region decreases as cloud collapses.
Hence, in one-dimensional model, fragment mass becomes larger than in uniform one-zone
model.
5.2.3 Property of the filamentary cloud at fragmentation
In this subsection, we show the profile of physical quantities (density, temperature, in-fall
velocity, and ratio of pressure gradient to gravitational force) at the moment of fragmentation.
We focus on density profile and investigate whether or not the universal profile at the moment
of fragmentation exists. Moreover) we compare fragment mass (Eq.5.7) with the Jeans mass
estimated with the central density and temperature.
Case without the external radiation
We show the profiles of density, temperature, infall velocity, and ratio of pressure gradi-
ent to gravitational force at the moment of fragmentation in the case with (/, no, Jzr) :
(1.5, 10cm*3,0) in figure 5.7. ln diagram (a) of figure 5.7, it is seen that dense central region
within Jeans length ()., 
- 
2.3 x 1018cm) has uniform density, and the density profile in the
outer envelope is proportional to r-4. This density profile is similar to that of equilibrium
solution for the isothermal filamentary cloud (Ostriker 1967). However, between r : 101ecm
and r : 1020cm, slope of the density profile is shallower than r-4. Temperature is highest
outside ?'cool 
- 
2 x 1018cm where f,cool : f6, and pressure gradient force is stronger than grav-
itational force around r"oo1. Hence, matter is pushed outwards and it is decelerated. Ratio of
pressure gradient to gravity is nearly 1 (- 1.01) inside r"oo1. Velocity profile is in proportion to
radius in the central dense region and is constant which is larger than sound speed in the outer
envelope. In diagram (b), drop of temperature at the surface (r 
- 
1021cm) is seen. Since we
assume that the external pressure is zero, adiabatic cooling occurs at several meshes near the
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Figure 5.7: Density profile (a), profile of temperature (b), velocity profile (c), and ratio of pressure
gradient to gravity (d) at the moment of fragmentation in the case with (f ,no, Jzr) : (1.5, 10cm-3, 0).
This figure is taken from Bessho & Tsuribe (2012b).
surface. Moreover, these meshes are pushed outwards by inner meshes with higher pressure
and fall more slowly than inner meshes. However, these effects do not affect the central region.
Predicted mass of each fragment is I220Ma which is close to Jeans mass (1140M6) estimated
from central density and temperature. Since 16",, is found to be about 6 times of t6 at the
center when the filamentary cloud fragments, pressure gradient force has an important role in
the further evolution of fragments. Further evolution of each fragment is shown in Chapter 6.
(d)
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Case with the external radiation
We show profiles of the same quantities as figure 5.7 for the case with (/, no, Jzr) 
- 
(1.5, 10cm-3, 10)
in figure 5.8. In figure 5.8, it is seen that except for temperature, profiles of physical quantities
are similar to figure 5.7. Most of H2 is photodissociated, and the filamentary cloud has lost
the ability to cool. Hence, temperature is higher in the central dense region than in the outer
envelope. Ratio of pressure gradient to gravity is larger than 1 (- 7.2). Predicted mass of each
fragment rs2.4xI05M" which is close to Jeans mass (3.0 x 105M6) estimated from central
density and temperature. In the case with the external radiation, since f6r,, is found to be
(b)
(d)
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Figure 5.9: Normalized density profile for the case in figure 5.7 (solid line) and in figure 5.8 (dashed
line). The initial density profile for the case with f : I is also shown (dotted line). The symbol n"
is central density and ).7 is Jeans length at the center. This figure is taken from Bessho & Tsuribe
(20t2b).
about 5 times of f6 at the center when the filamentary cloud fragments, pressure gradient force
has an important role in the further evolution of fragments (see Chapter 6). In figure 5.9, the
density profiles in figure 5.7 and 5.8 are simultaneously plotted with normalized n and r. Each
profile is found to be similar to each other. The profiles at r f )r < 0.5 are similar to the profile
of isothermal filamentary cloud in equilibrium state.
5.2.4 Fragment mass
We show how much the external dissociating radiation changes fragment mass. Figure 5.10
shows the fragment mass for all the parameters in no 
- 
f plane using contours. Results for
the cases with Jzr : 0, 1, 6.5, and 10 are presented in different diagrams. In the case with
the external radiation, it is seen that the filamentary clouds fragment into very massive clouds
(> 105Mo) in the cases with low initiai density (ro < 102cm-3). Since very massive fragments
are not seen in the case without the external radiation, this can be regarded as a result of the
effect of the dissociation photon. This feature is qualitatively the same as the result of the
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Figure 5.10: The contours maps for the fragment mass for the case with (a) Jn: 0, (b) Jzr : l,
(c) Jn 
- 
6.5, and (d) Jn.: IO. The number near each solid line is mass of fragment in units of Ms.
This figure is taken from Bessho & Tsuribe (2012b).
one-zone models in Chapter 3 and 4. Thus, formation of very massive fragments under the
external radiation with moderate intensity can be regarded as the robust result, provided that
the external radiation turns on when the filamentary cloud forms.
The diagram (a) of figure 5.10 is similar to figure 3.9. In the range of 2 
- 
100Me, the
contours are dense. This is because the filamentary cloud becomes isothermal once H2 cooling
becomes effective owing to three body reaction, and continues to collapse to high density
(n 
- 
1013cm-3). In such a case, fragment mass is small (- 2 
- 
10Md This feature is
102  1R(cm―ぢ4 lR(cmぢ4
(b)」21=1
(c)ら1=65 (d)J21‐10
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consistent with the result of Nakamura & Umemura (2002).
Nakamura & Umemura (2002) concluded that there are some parameter sets where HD is
main coolant. In our results, HD is found not to be important. Since initial H2 fraction in
this paper is assumed to be small (tO-a; and HD mainly forms from H2,3 sufficient amount
of HD to cool does not form even in the case without the external radiation. This result is
consistent with Nakamura & Umemura (2002). In the case with the external radiation, since
H2 is photodissociated, HD is less important.
We show the effect of the external radiation on fragment mass quantitatively. Figure 5.11
shows the similar contours in figure 5.10 but about the ratio of the fragment mass between the
cases with and without the external radiation. In addition to figure 5.10, figure 5.11 clearly
shows that the filamentary clouds with low initial density (no < 102cm-3) and moderate line
mass (/ < 4.5) fragment into more mabsive fragments than the case without the external
radiation. This feature agrees with the results of the rarefied filament model in Chapter 4.
In figure 5.11, it is seen that fragment mass for the case with high initial density (ro >
102cm-3) does not increase owing to the external dissociating radiation. This is because
the initial density is high enough for the filamentary cloud to shield itself from the external
dissociating radiation. In this case, the evolution is similar to the case without the external
radiation.
Recently, Wolcott-Green et al. (2011) have proposed the new self-shielding function. To
discuss accuracy of the shielding function, we calculate the evolution of the filamentary cloud
with this new shielding function in some cases (see Appendix H in detail). We found that the
main conclusion in this chapter does not change by using different form of shielding function.
3Main chemical reaction of formation of HD is given by
HzfDi-HD*H+ (5. 1 1)
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Figure 5.11: The ratio of the fragment mass with the external radiation ((a) Jn: 1, (b) Jzt:6.5,
and (c) Jzr:70) to that without the external radiation (Jzt:0). The number near each solid line
is the ratio of fragment mass. This figure is taken from Bessho & Tsuribe (2012b).
5.3 Summarv of the one-dimensional model
In this chapter, collapse and fragmentation of primordial filamentary cloud is investigated
using one-dimensional hydrodynamical calculations with the effect of the external dissociat-
ing radiation. Especially, the effect of run-away collapse to fragment mass is considered by
comparing with previous results with one-zone models. Results are summarized as follows :
o Comparing with the uniform one-zone model in Chapter 3, one-dimensional model pre-
(b) Jrt=6.5 I J21=0
(c) Jtr=lg I Jrt=O
ONE UNRESOLVED QUESTION
dicts lower fragmentation density and larger fragment mass. This is because fragmenta-
tion occurs in smaller central region with lower virial temperature than uniform one-zone
model.
Comparing with the rarefied filament model in Chapter 4, one-dimensional filament
model predicts similar fragment mass. This explains that the discrepancy between the
uniform filament model and one-dimensional filament model mainly comes from the
runaway collapse which is partly induced by the pressure effect.
As long as the external radiation is assumed to turn on when the filamentary clouds form,
Iow density (no ( 102cm-3) filamentary clouds with moderate line mass are expected to
fragment into very massive clumps (- 705 Md as a result of dissociation of molecular
hydrogen by the effect of the external radiation. This result which is originally indicated
in Chapter 3 is confirmed in this chapter using hydrodynamical calculations.
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5.4 One unresolved question
It is found that the filamentary cloud with low initial density (ro < 102'5cm-3) and moderate
line mass (f < 4.5) fragments into more massive fragments under the external dissociating
radiation than in the case without the externai radiation. On the other hand, Omukai &
Yoshii (2003) calculated the evolution of the filamentary cloud under the external dissociating
radiation assuming free-fall. They assumed that fragmentation occurs at density 100 times
higher than the loitering point where temperature is a local minimum in p 
- 
T plane owing
to Hz cooling and concluded that the effect of the external dissociating radiation decreases
fragment mass. This conclusion apparently disagrees with our results in Chapter 3-5. In order
to clarify whether or not fragment mass increases when the filamentary cloud reaches the
Ioitering point as a result of the dissociating radiation, in the next chapter, we consider wider
parameter range for line mass including very large case (".g., f : 30) which corresponds to the
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case in Omukai & Yoshii (2003). We change line mass (/) and the density when the external
radiation turns on, and clarify dependence of fragment mass on this density and line mass.
Chapter 6
Criterion for increase of fragment mass
As pointed at the end of Chapter 5, our result apparently disagrees with Omukai & Yoshii
(2003). In this chapter, we consider the possibility that the effect of the external radiation
decreases fragment mass as indicated by Omukai & Yoshii (2003) using our model with pressure
effect. Initial density of the filamentary cloud is assumed to be very low (n6 : 0.1cm-3). As for
the timing when the external radiation turns on, we consider various cases. The investigation in
this chapter provides systematic study which includes the situation both of Bessho & Tsuribe
(2012a) and Omukai & Yoshii (2003). The contents in this chapter are based on Bessho &
Tsuribe (20I2b).
6.1 Whether the filament reaches the loitering point
Suppose a filamentary cloud with ns : 0.1cm-3 and the external radiation turning on when
density reaches nuy. We consider the cases with rtruv :0.1cm-3, 1cm-3, and 10cm-3. We
also assume Ts :300K and fi1, : 0 at n: no, As for the evolution of the filamentary cloud,
we solve one-dimensional hydrodynamics as in Chapter 5. Radiative transfer is treated by the
same method as in Chapter 5 except that we use the new self-shielding function (Wolcott-Green
et al. 2011; Appendix H). Chemical reactions are calculated with implicit integrator.
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Figure 6.1-: Thermal evolution of the filamentary cloud with f :30, no:0.1cm-3, J"r: 10, and
various nuv where the external radiation turns on ; nuv:0.1cm-3 (ttrict< solid line) nrJv:1cm-3
(thick long-dashed line), nuy : 10cm-3 (thick short-dashed line), nuv : oo (thick dash-dotted line).
Thin lines show the thermal evolution of fragments. Dotted lines indicate the constant Jeans masses.
This figure is taken from Bessho & Tsuribe (201,2b).
We calculate the evolution of the filamentary cloud with various values of /. In order for
the filamentary cloud not to fragment during adiabatic phase in the case with Jzt : 10, it is
found that f is required to be larger than 30, 25, I0, and 5 for the case with nrrv :0.1cm-3,
1cm-3, 10cm-3, and oo, respectively. Hence, we focus on the cases with f :30,25,L0, and 5
and investigate how massive fragments are.
First, we show the case with / : 30 where the filamentary cloud reaches the loitering point
for any nuy. Figure 6.1 shows the thermal evolution of the filamentary cloud with / - 30,
no:0.1cm-t, Jrr: 10, and various ??uv. Thick lines indicate thermal evolution from the
initial state to the moment of fragmentation. Thin lines indicate thermal evolution of each
clump after fragmentation (see $6.2). Flagment mass is seen from Jeans mass at the points
that connect thick and thin lines of each kind. Fragment rnass is smaller in the case with low
nuy (fragment mass are 340Ms, 500Ma, and 440M6 for nuy : 0.1cm-3, 1cm-3, and 10cm-3,
respectively) and largest (550Mo) in the case with TLuv : m. Flom this result, it is found that
（】
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Figure 6.2: Same as figure 6.1, but f :5. This figure is taken from Bessho & Tsuribe (2012b).
the effect of the external radiation decreases fragment mass. This result also indicates that
all the filamentary clouds fragments at the density which is roughly 1000 times higher than
the loitering point (n 
- 
103'5c--t). This indication is qualitatively consistent with Omukai &
Yoshii (2003).
Next, we investigate the case with f : 5 where the filamentary cloud fragments before it
reaches the loitering point. Figure 6.2 shows the same figure as figure 6.1 except for the value
of f . In figure 6.2, it is seen that the filamentary cloud except for the case with nuv : oo
fragments into more massive clouds during adiabatic phase than in the case with n,uv : oo.
Flagment mass are 4.6x1,06M63.8 x 706Mo, and 2.9 xI05M" for nuy:0.1cm-3, 1cm-3,
and 10cm-3, respectively. These fragment mass are larger than fragment mass in the case
with nuy : oo (1000Me). This feature agrees with our result of Chapter 5. Also in the cases
with / : 25 and 10, it is found that the filamentary cloud fragments into more massive clouds
than the case without the external radiation (ruv : x) when i,t does not reach the loi'teri'ng
poi,nt (nuv ( 0.1cm-3 for f :25 and nuv <-1cm-3 for /:10). Whether or not the external
radiation increases fragment mass is determined by the condition whether or not line mass is
small enough for the filamentary cloud not to reach the loitering point.
Here, we discuss the physical reason for the fact that fragment mass decreases under the
（】
?
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external radiation : as Omukai & Yoshii (2003) indicated, sufficient amount of H2 forms and
H2 cooling becomes effective at higher density under stronger radiation. After H2 cooling
becomes effective, the evolution of the filamentary cloud is similar to the case without the
external radiation. Hence, as shown in figure 6.1, the filamentary cloud fragments at the
density which is 1000 times larger than the loitering point. Decrease of fragment mass results
from higher dehsity at the loitering point. This tendency is qualitatively the same as Omukai
& Yoshii (2003) who assumed that the filamentary cloud fragments at the density which is 100
times larger than the loitering point.
6.2 Effect of sub-fragmentation
So far, it is found that the external radiation increases fragment mass when a filamentary
cloud fragments before the loitering point. However, sub-fragmentationr may occur in each
fragment. In such a case, mass of the final outcome may be as small as fragment mass in the
case without the external radiation. To discuss mass of final outcome including the effect of
sub-fragmentation, we consider the further evolution of each fragment.
We use one-zone model for each fragment. We assume that each fragment is spherical and
has mass with Mp.., (see Eq.5.7), chemical composition same as at the center of the filamentary
cloud, and radius 16.1 where n(ro.t) : 0.In". As the infall velocity of each fragment, infall
velocity at rs.1 is used. The density of fragment is estimated from the mass and radius as
ρttag=掏・
“
・1)
This densily, pr,us, is different from the density of the filamentary cloud before fragmentation
and is regarded as the one at the end of fragmentation. Temperature and fraction of each
fragment are approximated by the value when the filamentary cloud fragments. According to
l"Sub-fragmentation" means that fragmentation occurs again in each clump which forms as a result of
fragmentation of the filamentary cloud.
6.3.SUMMARY
the result in $5.2.3, in the view point of dynamical evoiution, we should consider the effect of
pressure gradient force. Hence, we treat pressure effect explicitly using the virial equation for
a uniform sphere. The virial equation is given by
du l0 kBT 7 GM
-:dt 3 p,ms R .R2 '
where .R is radius and M is mass of the cloud (see Appendix I). Radiative transfer is treated
by the same method as in Omukai (2001) except that we use the new self-shielding function
(Wolcott-Green et al. 2011; Appendix H) instead of 
"f"n. The same routine as in Chapter 2 is
used for chemical reactions.
We show thermal evolution of each fragment by thin lines in figure 6.1 and 6.2. In the
case in figure 6.1, each fragment hardly cools and sub-fragmentation may not occur. On the
other hand, in the case in figure 6.2, each fragment cools owing to H2 cooling and reaches the
loitering point. Jeans mass at the loitering point is 2.6 x1,04Ma for nuy:0.1cm-3 and 1cm-3
and 2.2 x 104Ma for nuy: 10cm-3. In this thesis, these masses are regarded as mass of the
final outcome. In figure 6.2, it is seen that these masses are larger than fragment mass in the
case without the external radiation. Hence, even if sub-fragmentation occurs) mass of the final
outcome is still larger than in the case without the external radiation. This tendency is also
found in the other cases with f :25 and 10.
6.3 Summary
In this chapter, collapse and fragmentation of primordial filamentary cloud with lower density
and larger line mass than previous chapters are investigated using one-dimensional hvdrody-
namical calculations with the effect of the external dissociating radiation. It is found that
the filamentary cloud fragments into more massive clumps under the external dissociating ra-
diation in the case where the filamentary cloud fragments during adiabatic phase after the
external radiation turns on. On the other hand, when the filamentary cloud reaches the loi-
tering point before fragmentation, the effect of the dissociating radiation decreases fragment
71
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mass. The former corresponds to the conclusion in Chapter 3-5. The latter is consistent with
Omukai & Yoshii (2003). Difference between above two cases originates from the value of line
mass which reflects the contribution of oressure effect.
6.4 Discussion
6.4.L Application to cosmological simulation
In the previous section, we focus on the filamentary cloud with Iarge line mass. Here, we
discuss possible value of / in the result of a cosmological three-dimensional calculations for
density perturbations (Greif et al. 2008) shown in figure 6.3. In figure 6.3, the filamentary
cloud with density n 
- 
10-2cm-3 and radius 
- 
Tkpc is seen at the upper right. Line mass of
this filamentary cloud is estimated as 
- 
7.8 x 1018g/cm. With approximating temperature to
be 300K, the critical line mass is estimated to be /crit 
- 
3.5 x I017gfcm. Hence, f : lll.,ir
is found to be 
- 
22. According to the result in $6.3, we can predict that fragment mass is
expected to be larger if the external radiation turns on at the moment with n ( 1cm-3.
6.4.2 Thermal evolution of filament and sphere after the loitering
point
As seen in figure 6.1 and 6.2, the thermal evolution of the filamentary cloud (tfrict lines in
figure 6.1) and spherical cloud (thin Iines in figure 6.2) after they reach the loitering point
is different. The thermal evolution of the filamentary cloud is approximately isothermal, and
temperature of spherical cloud increases. This difference is explained as follows : in the case
of the filamentary cloud, since the central region is approximately in dynamical equilibrium
($5.2.3), we have
σJlP
pr
TN p,msGl x const. (6.3)
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Figure 6.3: Dark matter- overdensity, hydrogen number density, and temperature averaged along
theline of sight withinthe central 
- 
L5Okpc (comoving) at z 
-f3, z - L7.5, and z - !0.5 in the
three-dimensional cosmological calculation by Greif et ai. (2008). White crosses denote Pop III.1
star formation sites in miniharos. This figure is taken from Greif et aI. (2008).
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On the other hand, in the case of spherical cloud, since dynamical time is shorter than cooling
time, the central region is not in dynamical equilibrium state. Hence, we investigate relation
between ? and n from balance between adiabatic heating and H2 cooling. Adiabatic heating
rate is
_P菫生l  Fl♭
γ Tρ
1/2
“
.4)
where we assume that spherical cloud collapses in free-fall state. When density is Iarger than
the critical density of H2, we have As, ( nT" (a 
- 
3.8 at T * 300K and a 
- 
4.8 at,
7 
- 
1000K). Thus, we have
Au, o( nTo o To. (6.S1p 
.n
Flom Eq.(6.7) and Eq.(6.8), we hpve ? x p1/2(a-t1. In summary, temperature depends on
density as,
T∝ O1/2(c,-t) sphere
const. filament. (6.6)
?
?
?
?
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this thesis, as one of paths to primordial star formation, we investigate collapse and frag-
mentation of primordial filamentary cloud under the external dissociating radiation with two
types of one-zone models and one-dimensional hydrodynamical model. We consider the red-
shift z 
- 
10 and the region where photoionization does not occur but photodissociation occurs.
In all the models, owing to photodissociation, the filamentary cloud with low initial density
(no < 102cm-3) and moderate line mass (/ 
- 
2) loses main coolant. Hence, temperature in-
creases adiabatically. As a result, such a filamentary cloud fragments into very massive clouds
(- 105Mo). Thus, formation of such a very mass fragments can be regarded as a robust re-
sult. The evolution of the filamentary cloud with high initial density (ro > 102cm-3) is hardly
affected by the external radiation since the filamentary cloud shields itself from the external
radiation.
We investigate the case with large line mass (/ 
- 
30, 25, L0, and 5) in Chapter 6. It
is found that in the case where the filamentary cloud does not fragment during adiabatic
phase, fragment mass becomes smaller under the external radiation. This result is consistent
with Omukai & Yoshii (2003). In the case where the filamentary cloud fragments during
adiabatic phase, fragment mass becomes larger under the external radiation. In such a case,
if sub-fragmentation occurs in each fragment, mass of the final outcome is larger than in the
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case without the external radiation. Our investigation includes the situations of Nakamura &
Umemura (2002) and Omukai & Yoshii (2003) as a part. Thus, it gives us understanding of
more general case than previous studies.
' For further collapse, spherical clouds are possible to be the filamentary cloud again or
may become disk-like cloud if it rotates. Although we discuss a possible sub-fragmentation at
the loitering point for each clumps in $6.2, the final fate of the cloud is stiil open question.
Furthermore, if the filamentary cloud with large line mass is not axisymmetric, it may become
sheet-like cloud. Such a cloud may collapse and fragment into many filamentary clouds.
In this thesis, the external dissociating radiation is assumed to be uniform, and the inten-
sity does not depend on time. Moreover, we do not consider photoionization. For simplicity,
the model and numerical calculations in this thesis are one-dimensional and one-zone model.
In order to discuss fragmentation, we assume the condition for fragmentation (Chapter 2).
In order to treat fragmentation completely, we need three-dimensional calculations. As for
three-dimensional simulation with the external radiation, Susa (2007) investigated collapse
of spherical cloud under the single light source. However, further investigations with three-
dimensional simulation which statistically investigate fragment mass of the filamentary cloud
under the external radiation will be desirable. Despite simplicity, one-dimensional hydrody-
namical calculations in this paper are useful in the view point of extracting physical processes
which are important in formation of the astronomical objects. These one-dimensional calcula-
tions and the realistic three-dimensional calculations may be complementary.
Appendix A
On the formation and fragmentation of
the filamentary cloud
In this appendix, we summarize formation and fragmentation of the filamentary cloud. We
introduce the isothermal equilibrium state for the filamentary cloud. In cosmological simula-
tions, the filamentary structure form from density perturbation (Abel et al. 1998; Bromm et
al. 1999; Greif et al. 2008). The filamentary cloud is possible to forms by fragmentation of
sheet-like cloud (Miyama et al. 1987). Such filamentary cloud tends to fragment into spherical
clouds (Nagasawa 1987; Nakamura et al. 1993). Finally, we investigate the dispersion relation
for the filamentary cloud.
A.1 The density profile and line mass of the isothermal
' equilibrium filamentary cloud
ln this section, we derive the density piofile and line mass of the isothermal equilibrium
filamentary cloud according to Ostriker (196a).
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APPENDIX A.ON THE FORMATION AND FRAGMENTATION OF THE
FILAⅣIENTARY CLOUD
Equation of state for ideal gas
p: kuT p= Kp
Fmu
is assumed. At dynamical equilibrium, the following equation is satisfied :
VV: VKInp,
where \[r is gravitational potential. By differentiating Eq.(A.2) and using
V2V: 
- 
rGp, we have
V2V : V2Klnp: 
-4trGp.
By defining i, $, and,V as follows :
z ≡ ―ψ+21nξ
ι ≡ /】lnξ.
(A。1)
(A.2)
Poisson equation
(A.3)
(A.4)
(A.5)
(A.6)
(A.7)
(A.8)
(A.9)
(A.11)
(A.12)
r :
p:
v:
we can write Poisson equation as follows :
γ嘉こ
ρoC~ψ,
κz
▽2(∴ ln ρ) = 
―C ψ
▽′2ψ = c―ψ
/十:グ=」t
where I denotes the partial derivative with respect to {. This equation is Lane-Emden equation
for the isothermal equilibrium of filamentary cloud. The boundary conditions are
ψ′(0)=ψ(0)=0. (A.10)
We define z and t as
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where C1 is a constant of integration. Flom boundary conditions, Cr : 2. By defining g as
A = e' and g-integrating Eq.(A.15), we have
Then we can express Lane―Emden equation as
2葛
戸 十
CZ=0.
6
We multiply bOth hands of Eq。(A.13)by αz/αt,integrate with respect to t,and
(争)2.cz+θl=0
多=圭ν′θl―CZ
f dy ,[l+- tJat
1, I'n-ttr41 ,,,i^161 : +('+ Jzrnc,)
By using t! and 
€, we can write Eq.(A.17) as
^-,t, 
- 
8 (€C")*'
PTrec;s +*
rh:2r(t*{)
\ 6/
and
p: po(, * lg'\ -' ( ' rGu'm!Po"') -t.\ o ) :Po1r* ,rur '1
This is the density profile of the isothermal equilibrium filamentary cloud.
a cloud is,
/(€) : zn:- [' ,,(r* *e,,) -'or: lt . : *-4rGps-lo=\ 8'/ ' Gp*nl+a1qz'
As { approaches infinity, the critical line mass is,
, 2ksT
uc- U^Frnu
(A.13)
hav
(A.14)
(A。15)
(A.16)
(A.17)
(A.18)
(A。19)
(A.20)
Line mass of such
(A.21)
In order for central regiOn to have higher density than outer region,、アe take plus of plus_Ininus.
■om boundary conditions,C=1/ν題.Hence we have
(A.22)
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A.2 Formation of the filamentarv cloud
4.2.I Density perturbation
Abel et al. (1998) found with three-dimensional simulation that the filamentary structure
is formed as a result of dynamical evolution of density perturbations in the early universe.
In Figure A.1, dynamical evolution is shown by contours of dark matter densitjr and baryon
density. It is seen that dark matter forms the filamentary structure at z: 35. (Baryon) gas is
pulled by dark matter gravity. During collapse, H2 forms in gas, and temperature decreases.
Since gas pressure decreases, gas evolves mainly by gravity and forms the filamentary structure.
4.2.2 Sheet-like cloud
Miyama et al. (1987a) derived the dispersion relation for the isothermal sheet-like cloud into
the filamentary clouds. By their work, it was found that the sheet-like cloud tends to fragment
into filamentary clouds.
In this subsection, we summarize this dispersion relation according to Miyama et al.
(1987a). The density profile of sheet-like cloud in dynamical equilibrium is given by
バa=続 ,
where
(A.23)
(A.24)
(A.25)
(A.26)
(A.27)
(A.28)
Poo : po(0)
cs
ZO  =
ν2πθρ。'
G is gravitational constant, c" is sound speed. Density p, velocity o-, and gravitational potential
V are perturbed as follows :
ρ
υ
Ψ
ρO十ρl,
υl,
ΨO+Ψl,
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Figure A。1: The contours showing evolution of dark matter density and baryon density at z=35,
22,17,and 12.Five levels(0・5,1,1.5,2,and 2.5)are diSplayed for logρ/ρ,in WhiCh ρ is baCkgrOund
density.This igure is taken from Abel et al。(1998)。                         |
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where the quantities with subscript " 0" denote unperturbed state and ones with subscript " 1."
denote the perturbations. The perturbed equation of continuity in the first order is given by
(A.29)
the equation of motion is
(A。30)
and Poisson equation is
▽2Ψl=4πθρl. (A.31)
The perturbations pr, Vr are assumed to have proportional connection,
pr, Vr 6 {Asinh(of) * Bcosh(c,.'t)}cos(k*r)cos(kry), (A.32)
where c,,, is growth rate, k, and. kn arewave number in r-direction and g-direction, and A and
B are constant. Hence perturbed equation of continuity is written as in the form
{,4u.' cosh (a.' t) + B u sinh (c..,t) } cos(k,r) cos(k,yA) p't
. 
dpo 0u, 0a, 0u,
*Eo" + po 6; + pod + pod (A.33)
where p/ is factor of proportionality. The r, gt, and z-component of perturbed equation of
motion are as follows :
ユ生十▽(ρO■)=0,
° 1∂ρl  ∂Ψl
争  = 一CL考爾 ――∂z,
1∂ρl  ∂Ψl
争  = 一CL考可 ―
―
∂ν
,
αρO  ∂Ψl等=《升π―葛
haveBy time―dittrentitting Eq。(A.33),w
Bω2 cosh(ωι)}COS(た“″)COS(たυν)ρl{スω
2sinh(ωι)十
十ρO&争+ρO島争十ρ楊争=01勢争
???
?
―
?
?．
??
?
?
?
?
???〓
?
?
(A.34)
(A.35)
(A.36)
(A.37)
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By substituting Eqs.(A.34)―(A.36)into Eq。(A.37),we haVe
ω2,i十
1た
2_;::じ
(ρ
O:し
)](C考≒十Ψl)=0,             (A.38)
where ん? ≡ た3+た;. The thickness of sheet―like cloud is denned as 2zb and the boundary
conditions is assumed as fo1lows:
1.P(為十Zl)=′慶t,
2争=υ二zlZbl,
&一日Ψl%)一等しわ=4πθヵレ→れ,
where きまt is external pressure. Third condition requires that change Of the gravitational
potential balances with challge of surface density ty perturbations.By using Eq(A.38)and
above boundary conditions,we have the diSpersion relation(Figure A.2).
When O。/角(為)=∞,the wave length λmⅨ of the fastest growing mode is
λm篠=等=4π×minレ。,z』。        (A.3o
Line mass ofthe ttagme就(the■lamellltary cloud)is giVen by
J～4πあ ×2p。掏=2誓=2ち,       い 4o
where lcrit is critical line lnass in dynalnical equilibrium。
A.3 Dispersion relation for the filamentary cloud
Nagasawa (1987) found that the isothermal filamentary cloud is unstable for axisymmetric
perturbations of wave length ) > lcrit: LI.2H where H: c"f u@@and p. isthe density
at the center. In this appendix, we summarize the dispersion relation and the fragmentation
timescale according to Nagasawa (1987).
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1。0
&afi
Figure A.2: The dispersion relation of fragmentation of the isothermal sheet-like cloud. This figure
is taken from Miyama et al. (1987a).
We denote the equilibrium value with the subscript "0" and the first-order perturbations
with " 1". Then, perturbed equation of continuity, perturbed equation of motion, and perturbed
Poisson equation in the first order are as follows :
亀争十▽
"Otill=∂■
∂ι
▽2Ψl =
???
?
―
?
?．
?
??
?
?
‐
?
、
?
??
?，?
?
(A.41)
(A.42)
(A.43)
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The perturbations are assumed to have a common form,
91(r,φZ;ι)=91(r)exp(づたZ十をmφ―tωt), (A.44)
where k is the wave number in z-direction, m: 0 represents axisymmetric mode, and m : 1
represents non-axisymmetric mode. By substituting Eq.(A.a ) into Eq.(A.42) and differenti-
ating Eq.(A.42) with respect to t, we have
(A.45)
(A.46)
(A.47)
(A.48)
(A.49)
(A.50)
,r)2,1), : 
-U*Xr,AT
u'oo : ,?xr,
U'Uz : kX,
where
xt=c?4*Vr.
"Po
By substituting Eq.(A. a) into Eqs.(A.41) and (A.43), we have
一づω
発
十
;:(:争
+:)(ρOυr)+ギ
芦
υφ+薇力z = 0,
(手十;争―た2二年f)Ψl=4πGρト
Nagasawa (1987) solved Eqs.(A.a5)-(A.50) as an eigenvalue problem for c..r for given set of
(k,*) with boundary conditions by numerical method. Boundary conditions are as follows :
. 
du" dxr ,dVt ^rI. ,r,ua, -;:, -j: and 
-- 
--) 0 fbr r ---+ 0,d,r dr dr
n du, dro du" dxt ^_-, dVt ^ r^_L. -T- 1 --1- t -- 
- 
t -j: and -* + 0 for r --+ co.dr d,r d,r dr d,r
In Figure A.3, we show the dispersion relation in the case of m :0,1. Axisymmetric mode
is able to grow. However, m : t mode (non-axisymmetric mode) never grows. In the case of
Tn, :0, the most unstable wave number is
たm=0.284V4πGρc,
Cθ
(A.51)
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Figure A.3: Dispersion relation of the isothermal filamentary cloud in the case of m :0, 1. This
figure is taken from Nagasawa (1987).
where p" is the density at the center. The highest growth rate is,
lr-l : m3gJ4',rcp". (A.52)
This value determines fragmentation timescale.
Appendix B
Line cooling and Continuum processes
In this appendix, we summarize cooling rate of lines according to Palla et al. (1983), Omukai(2001),
and Appendix C.
8.1 H lines
Hydrogen atom H is modeled as a five-level system. According Eq.(C.10), in the case of the
uniform model, the radiative cooling rate due to H lines per unit volume is given by
r \-, 1 
'Au rin"" : LhuulAulnu(H) r 2A^up;f (2k"tB) (B 1)
u,l Ku
where n"(H) is population density of H in the upper level z, A6 is Einstein A-coefficient, huul
is energy difference between the upper level u and the lower level l, / is function defined in
Eq.(C.8), and ku1 is opacity between u and l.
Relative populations of each energy level are obtained with the detailed balance between
Ievels,
,,,U,N 
TL
ni\n)DO4: t ni(H)R1t. @.2)
i+i i*i
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The relation rate Rii from level i to ievel 7 is given by
I Aiig.*,ril+Qr)*Ctj i> jRij:{ -'"""'-. v"r' " (B.3)
I bilgo),air1n ilQir*cu i < i
where gi is statistical weight of level i, of. H, Cii is collisional transition rate, and
Qni c2 r '| ' (B.4): 
,hr7rt""nt\uti )'
The relative population within the first excited states (i.e., 2p and 2s states) is obtained
from statistical equilibrium (Spitzer & Greenstein 1951)
(B.5)
where g2":2, gzp:6, A2"L": 8.23s-1, and
c2"2p : 6.2t x t0-47'-r/2ln(5.7") + 0.7g]n(e)s-1.
Using n2p obtained above, we have
(B.6)
A21=瞥Иηお,
where Aror":6.27 x 108s-1. We assume local thermal equilibrium (UIE) within levels of the
same principal quantum number f.or n > 3. We average Aii over angular quantum numbers.
Then, A;;,:5.575x107, Ast:I.278 x107, Ast:4.125 x106, Asz:4.410 x107, Ao:
8.419 x 106, Au":2.530 x 106, An:8.986 x 106, Ast:2.2AI x 106, and A5a:2.699 x 106
(Janev et al. 1987).
The collisional de-excitation rate originates in collisions with e- and H itself,
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???〓
???
Cur: 16(e)n(e) + ?d(H)n(H),
where 'yut rscollisional de-excitation rate coefficient, which is given by
(B.7)
(B.8)
(B。9)
B.2.H2LINES
(SObelman et al.1981),where α12=24,α13=22,α14=22,α15=21,α23=67,α24=58,
α25=56,α34=124,α35=101,α45=185,ξ12=0・28,ξ13=0・37,ξ14=0・39,ξ15=0・41,
ξ23=0・30,ξ24=0・45,ξ25=0・52,a4=0・26,ξ35=0・42,a5=0・21,and β=ん(均―れ)/たBT.
FOr collision with H(Drawi■1969),
89
1+1.27×10~5(1/J2_1ル2)-17
(B。10)1+4.76×1017(1/J2_1ル2)272'
寺here A2=0・4162,A3=7.910×102,ノ4=2.899×10~2,■5=1・394×10~2,ん3=0・6407,
ん4=0・1193,ん5=4.467×10~2,ん4=0・8421,ん5=0・1506,and九5=1・038.ThO cOllisional
excitation rate is obtained from the detailed balance,
γしJ(H)=7.86×10~15(:)2(夕_」:)~:力/1/2
The optical depth is given by
Gし=CJ望
「
んちι/たBT
a
け鉦肺0-鶴司与
(B.11)
and
rt
tsr, : rnin l*, #hl f8.14)L aa/ar J
is shielding length, which is included to take into account the'effect of velocity gradientl.
(B.12)
where
(B.13)
B.2 H21ineS
The radiative cooling rate AH2 1neS due to H2 Can be represented by equation similar to Eq。(B.1).
We compute the populatiOn of vibrational levels by the Way Silnilar to the way in the previous
lwhen the velocity changes by more than up,line photon is not absorbed because of Doppler shift.
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section. We use collisional rate coefficients of Hollenbach & McKee (1989) and spontaneous ra-
diative decay rate of Turner et al. (1977). The effect of the external radiation is also included.
After we determined the population of each vibrational levels, we compute rovibrational pop-
ulation nuo of Hz by using following relation (Palla et al. 1983):
(B.15)
where hui is level energy, Cf+r-i is downward collisional transition rate (Hollenbach & McKee
1989), and Aur*r-, is downward radiative transition rate (T[rrner et al. 1977). We take into
account the first three vibrational states (u : 0 
- 
2) with rotational levels up to J : 20 in
each vibrational states. We assume the ortho to para ratio of H2 to be the equilibrium vaiue
3 : 1. We determine the rovibrational energies hui according to Borysow et al. (1989).
B.3 HD lines
The radiative cooling rate Asp 1i,,"" due to HD can be represented by equation similar to
Eq.(B.1). We model HD as a ten-level system. The downward collisional and radiative transi-
tion rate is taken from Flower et al. (2000) and Abgral et al. (1982). The population of each
Ievel is determined bv the wav same as in B.1.
8.4 Continuum processes
ヽヽ石e consider eight abs6rption processes and twcp scattering processes according to C)llnukai
(2001)and fOur absorption processes associated with D(see Table B.1).According to Appendix
C,we can write the cooling rate Acotti With emiss市ity ην=】Eal_a12ηろα and opac ty～ン=
Σal a12,sl,s2ηらαを,説 :
η;+2‐‐γιJtt               exp(―T),
Acond=告2△り発∫(2たレR). (B.16)
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Number Name Process Cross Section (cm-2) Reference
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6
a7
a8
a9
a10
alI
a72
s1
s2
H bound-free
He bound-free
H- bound-free
H| bound-free
H free-free
H free-free
H2-H2 CIA
Hz-He CIA
D bound-free
HD+ bound-free
HD+ bound-free
D- bound-free
H Rayleigh
Tomson
H(z) +?+H+*e
He+7-11s+13
H-+7-H+e
Hf+'y-H+H+
H+e+7+H+e
H++€+?+H++e
H2(u, J) + H2 + 1 + H2(a', J') + H2
H2lu.J) +He-1 * H2(u'.J') | He
D+7-D++e
HD++?+D*H+
HD++?+D++H
D-+?*D+€
H+7-I{1'1'
e+'l + e+11
7.909 x 10-tEn (z I v")-3;hv" : 13.598eY /n2
7.83 x 10-18 11.66 (u I a1- z'w - 0.66 (v / a1-t.osl;hut : 24.586eY
to-tatrr(1/) 
- 
t/^d3/2f(^), )o : 1.6419pm, /(,\) from Eq.(5) of reference
see table2 of reference
kf(T)kBTn"; ftf from Eq.(6) of reference
3.692 x 108g6(v,T)v-37-r/2n.iwe take gs(u,T) :1
see Figure I of reference
see Figure 2 of reference
same as al
same as a4
same as a4
sme as a3
5.799 x 10-2e.\-a -t 1.422 x 10-30)-6 i 2.784 x 10-32)-8
6.65 x 10-25
Table B.1: a1-a8, s1, and s2 are considered in Omukai 2001. REFERENCES-(1)Rybicki & Lightman
1979; (2) Osterbrock 1989; (3) John 1988; (4) Stancil 1994; (5) Borysow, Jorgensen, 8z Zheng 7997;
(6) Galli & Palla 1998; (7) Frolov 200a; (8) Kurucz 1970.
In the following subsections, we describe how to calculate emissivity and opacity with cross
section.
8.4.I Bound-Flee Absorption and trYee-bound Emission(al 
- 
d4, a9 
- 
al2)
We consider the radiative association RA(i) of species A and B into ith state of C, whose
binding energy is hui, and resulting free-bound emission
RA(r) : A+ B --+ C(i,) t hu, (B.17)
and its inverse reaction PD(i). The cross section of this (and its inverse) reaction is asaa
(opo').
Fbom the Milne reaction,
( h, \'Zs.n
o'"Ai : oPDt\rn,cu ) #, (B.18)
where rnr : marnyf mg is reduced mass, za (za) is the partition function of A (8, respec-
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tively), 7ct is the statical weight of the ith state of C, and
1
i*,r':h(u-ru).
We consider the energy emission over all the azimuth angle;
4trr1si(u) du : hu oRAin(A)n(B)u f (u)du,
where the distribution function of the relative velocity between particles -4
given by
/ rnr \ tl' / rn,u2 \ 2f (u) : *\**", ) ""o\-fu ),"-
Thus, we have the emissivity of RA(i),
ηRん =解σRAtη(■)2(3)υ∫0)多
=写栽(嘉鶴)ψのL Ⅸp卜宅メ1刺傾助・
The Opacity of PD(づ)is giVen by
れ②=噛お.0_み毎。
: ope;ni(c) 
- 
9ct ( 
= 
n', 
=) 
t"o, 
--- 
t h(u - u)1
zazs \2trm,kaT / ''o' exP lt@t)n($n@)' (B'25)
The second term in above equation represents the induced emission.
Summing over all levels, we have the emissivity and opacity owing to the reaction
RA:五十B→θ 十んν,
(B・19)
`  (B.20)
and B,∫(υ),iS
(B.21)
(B.22)
(B.23)
(B.24)
(B。26)
(B.27)
(B.28)
and its inverse reaction PD,
ηMレ)=Σ2レ)
2んν3
c2
σ二DηO eXp(―
争 )レ0‐
型
器 Pト
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and
oro(r) : D ",e)i
: open(c){' 
- 
"*o (*H[r#",', -'^:lZ\]],
where K(T) is the equilibrium constant
K(T) 
=1"(a),ylnll. - 'o'" (zT m-'!sT\3/2 / hzr \,:l 
'1c) ): ,"\---f-) "*n\-rrr/'
and
σPD=ΣQσPa, σPD=】E〕C:σPDづ・
(B。29)
(B.30)
(B.31)
(B.32)
=θOteXp[―ん(νl―
(B.34)
The relative population of level 'i ts ci : n,i(C) ln(C), and its LTE value is c|
u) ltuTll 26.
8.4.2 Free-FYee Absorption/Emission(a5, a6)
We consider the free-free emission and absorption,
FF:ス十C⇔五十θ tt γ             (B.33)
The absorption cross section for tt is σFF,andσFF∝η(C)(See Table B.1)。Since this process
is c01lisional,it Occurs at LTE rate.Thus,we have
顎くの=等のFく摯p(_各),
and
=σFF'(」A)11=eXp(~71ま争)|・κFF(ν) (B.35)
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B.4。3 H2C01lision¨Induced Absorption/Emission(a7,a8)
ヽヽ石e conlder H2 C01lision induced absorption,
CI:H2十五⇔ H2+■+γ・ (B′36)
The absorption cross section for H2 is o61. This process occqrs only at such a high density
that o61 : obt. Then, in the same way as 8.4.2,
and
B。4。4 Scattering(sl,s2)
ヽヽそconsider the scattering,
SC:五十γ⇔五十ダ.
The sctttering cross section is σsc(ν).The pacity is given by
κsc(ν)=σsc(ν)η(■).
御あ=写咆傾H分∝p(―争),
καO=σαη但分[―∝p(―各)|・
(B.37)
(B.38)
(B.39)
(B.40)
Appendix C
The effect of radiative transfer in the
uniform filamentary cloud
In this appendix, we introduce the solution of transfer equation in the uniform filamentary
cloud according to Susa et al. (1996).
The transfer equation along the s-direction is given by
4I'-Lrr;
a; : _krl, * Ju, (C.1)
where .I, is the intensity of radiation, ft, is the opacity, and 7, is the volume emissivity. The
transfer equation is formally integrated,
I,(r,) : I,(O)e-" * f"" "-(r'-r') g,(r')d,r', (C.2)
where
島 ≡
?
? (C.3)
‐〒/SたναS
95
is source function and
(C.4)
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is optical depth. If the filamentary cloud is uniform, kr, j* and 
^9" must be spatially constant.
Then Eq.(C.2) is simplified,
I"(r") : S, * e-tu {1"(0) - S"} (C.5)
If the filamentary cloud can be approximated as infinitely long cylinder, we can calculate
the cooling rate per unit volume 4,,6(z). The energy flux,
F,: 
Ider,(e,s)coso, (C.6)
(C。7)
is、vritten in case Of the cylinder as
鳥 二 Sン
{π
~ノ
Fπ
αφ
J(π
/2
=島∫(2たνR),
)}
?
?
?
?
???????????
、vhere」R is the radius of the cylinder and
″<0.01
-0.344113(logl。″)2           (c.8)
)57328(logl。″)41  0.01≦″≦10
10<″.
This equation is obtained by■tting the numerically integrated solution. The cooling function
is given by
(C.9)
Now, we know the expression of lyr"a(u). Thus, we can calculate the cooling rate by integrating
Eq.(C.9). For example, the cooling rate of H2 cooling is given by
Arad=Σ)Ard麟,プ)2△リノ, (C・10)
x,J
where i and j denote the rotational and vibrational levels, L,up is the Doppler width. Although
the Doppler broadening is expressed by gaussian 
"-@/auo)2 in practice, we approximate integral
value of gaussian by 2\,upf. The factor / is set to unity since it is always close to unity.
調ヽめ=艦鳥=解鳥=等・
Appendix D
Mean intensity of the external
radiation
In this appendix, we summarize estimation of the mean intensity of Far-UV radiation at z : l0
by Dijkstra et al. (2003) (hereafter D0S).
D.l Model
The average number Ⅳ(れ,r)dmar Of ha10es within the mass range m tt α鶴/2 that pOpulate
a surrounding spherical shell of physical radius r and thickness ar,is given by
Ⅳに →αm″=衡′颯1+03些堅竜夕争=空α剣1+αtt Ъ ttr引. (D.1)
Here dnsl(m,z)ldm is the Press-Schechter mass function with the modification of Sheth et
al. (2001), which gives the numter density of haloes which have mass m in units of comoving
Mp"-t. The factor (I + z)3 converts the number density of haloes into proper Mpc-3. The
quantity 
€(M,*, z,r) denotes two-point correlation function, which gives the excess probability
of finding a halo of mass rn at distance r from the central halo. Since the high end tail of (
makes big impact of probability distribution of radiation, D08 used the analytic formulation
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?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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Figure D.1: Two.point correlation function 
€(M,m,z,r).is shown for redshift z: L0 and halo
masses M : m: !.7 x 108Me. The solid (dashed) line sh-ows t(M,n,z,r) obtained using the non-
lioea, (Iinear) bias formalism according to Iliev et al. (2003) (Scannapieco & Barkana 2002). This
figure is taken from D08.
of nonilinear Eu19ritt bias(IlieV et al.200■see FittFe D。1)         ‐
For UV luminosity of a h血6,D08 adopted the enttphicd Felation LLW N 8 x 1027』4 rg S~1
(Kennicutt 1998),whereムis star formation rate in the halo in untts ofル名yr-1・The goal
of D08 is to,estilnate nlean intensity of UV radiation at z==10. However,the star forlnation
iate at z-lo is uncertaln、D08 used the star formation rtte at‐z=6,which is estimated by
observations.Hence,D08 used the best constrams on the star foFmttiOn rate tt which 10%of
an halos form stars 17hich halve mass of O。l of the total mass of a halo oveF theh duty cycle of
O。ltHubble・ThuS,we have        ′
1000
100
0.01
1。
-3
100
μ～鑑 =豊(&)(嵩)刊
2
(D.2)
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Then, we have
(D.3)
where Lrw,za: Lll026erg s*1 and 'LW' denotes Lyman-Werner bandr. D08 assumed lognor-
mal distribution P(log16 Lrw,zo,m) of UV luminosity, whose average is set to I Lrw,za ), The
probability that a halo of mass rn has UV luminosity in the range logro.L* *dlogls L*f2 ('x'
denotes 'L\M,26') is given by
こЩ%=0=露(&)(鵠)刊
2
p(Iogro L,,m)d)ogro.L* 
- 
dlog'o 'L* 
"*p f -o*{Zn ^ L
where o* is dispersion set to 0.5 2.
(logro,L* 
- 
logrolO.aa < Lx>1)21,
2σx
(D.4)
(D.5)
Whether or not halo shines is determined by whether or not the following inequality is
satisfied :
R≡度Ю
襲いのPC,aαυ≧OL
where the number O.l originates in how llnassive a ha10 uses llnass to forn■st r .
JLW・=募
薯 薯
N署JΨ
△
“
―呵 ,
D。2 The UV■ux at a halo
Using prescription of the previous section,we can calculate theいrヽ flux that is seen from'a
halo'with
(D.6)
where A(r) is heavy-side step function. The symbol J11ls is the mean intensity of the radiation
from the surrounding halos to the central halo. D08 repeated Monte Carlo calculation .|y'-
times to derive the accurate probability distribution function of the mean intensity. Figure
rPhoton in Lyman-Werner band dissociates H2.
2The factor 0.38 is determined in order to reproduce the observed z:6 UV luminosity function.
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Figure D.2: Two realizations of the environment of a M:4xL)tM6 halo at z:L0.,The central
halo is represented by the filled square at r : A :0pc. Open circles denote surrounding halos that
are not forming stars. Solid circles denote halos that are forming stars. This figure is taken from
D08.
D.2 shows the examples of realizations of environment of M : 4 x I07 Ma halo at z : L0.
The left/right panel in Figure D.2 shows la.rge(fi1ry : 103)/average(,/6r : 6.5) mean intensity
situation. When mean intensity is la,rge, the shining halo exists near the central halo.
D.3 Results
D08 set M 
- 
TTLy;1y : 4 x I07 M", fmin : 2Tui, in order for halos not to bump against each
other, and r*u,. : 18 proper Mpc over which the light leaves Layman-Werner band due to
Doppler shift. Moreover, D08 took into account absorption of photon by inter galactic matter
and the light which enter the LW band due to Doppler shift. In other words, D08 took into
account radiative transfer.
Figure D.3 shows the probability distribution function with/without radiative transfer
(dashed/solid line). The most probable mean intensity with radiative transfer is very dif-
。     0    。
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Figure D.3: The probability distribution function of the mean intensity of the Lyman-Werner band.
The solid/dashed line shows probability distribution function without/with radiative transfer. This
figure is taken from D08.
ferent from that without radiative transfer. This is because distant halos contribute to the
most probable mean intensity. On the other hand, the probability of large mean intensity
(J"w : 103) is almost same as that without radiative transfer since a single near halo mainly
contributes to the mean intensity.

Appendix E
The integral value of Eq.(2.15)
The illtegrated value of Eq。(2.15)can be approximated by
47「                            "<0・01
-4.10915″3+12.579z2_17.5787″+12.5392 0.01<″<1
3.48330″~°398517“-0884854                   1<″<5
7.57551″~°・264805α-193051                  5<″<10
18.3238″~°236295α-0258468                 10<″<20
48.3927″~°213846“-3.28825                   20<″<30
54.4202″~0202620“-3.61369                  30<ケ<40
54.8962″~°201651″-0361636                  40<″
where r: krR. Error is smaller than 10%.
(E.1)S(″)=
103

Appendix F
Self-shielding factor
In this appendix, we summarize estimation of the self-shielding factor /"6 according to Draine
& Bertoldi (1996) (hereafter DB96).
DB96 defined l/ rovibrational levels of H2 by the index I : L,..., ,^y'. Then, the following
equation is satisfied :
# : Rnsn(H);1*0,(o^, * g*t *\r.c^,)
-n'D,(o,^ *r"'c'^) - '' (Bo'"",' + t ""co*','), (F.1)
where R is Hz formation rate via grain catalysis, d; is the fraction of H2 in level l, Am is
Einstein A-coefficient for spontaneous decay m ---+ l, 0n is the effective rate for transition
m -- I via ultraviolet pumping, pai"",r is photodissociation rate out of level I, C^t is the rate
coefficient for transition m ---+ I due to collisions with collision partner c, and Cai"",r is the
rate coefficient for collisional dissociation out of level l. It is convenient to define the diagonal
105
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elemelltsス
“
,6ι,and cιtO be
A“ ≡―ΣИιれ,         σ0
m≠ι
島ι≡―〕Σ6れ―島ぉ印,          (F.3)
π≠ι
Gι ≡―ΣGπ―Qぉ覇。       C.0
π≠J
Then,Eq。(E.1)beCOmes
ζ争=RηHη但 )δJttΣDttηれ,      σ・り
where
D翻 ≡ ス 翻 十 β 朔 十 Σ ηc硫 卜        σ ・0
E)B96 assumed plane―para lel geometry with UV radiation propagating in the―十″direction.
The UV intensity at″=O is specined by the parameter,
χ≡       Gつ
At each point DB96 assumed equilibrium between H2 fOrmation on grainsl and H2 phOtOdis―
sociation. I)B96 deflned
勧≡警          σ→
and required, y,:0 (i.e., dnlldt: 0; detailed balance). Since n(H) : nt(l 
- 
rs 
-DL.A),
the(ctor νJ Satisfy the system of Ⅳ inho ogeneous equations
N
ΣEoRηHδJ一D祠》 m=2RηⅡ(1-″J島・      σ ・②
m=1
This equations is equinlent to dηι/αι=0・DB96 solved this equation and estimated tOtal
photodissociation rate.
106
rln the primordial cloud, we assume H2 formation owing to collisional reaction.
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Figure F.1: Ratio of the total dissociation rate via UV pumping to that in the cloud without
extinction of photon by Hz dissociation for T :100K LTE level populations. H2 is assumed to have
a Doppler broadening parameter b: 3km s-I. This figure is taken from DBg6.
,Figure E.l shOws the ratio of the total dissOciation rate via UV pumping to that in the
cloud without extinction of photon by H2 diSSOciation. The ratio is nearly unity up tO the
column density♂囁2～1014cm 2 and iS proportiOnal to N重/1乱the c。lumn density higher
than 10~14cm~2.ThuS,the selishielding i〕ctor tth iS defl ed as,
0。1
（?
）?
?
》?
?
?
?
exact treatment
fo, from cq. (30)
Federman et晨,7ノ｀やヽ
X=1. no dugt, T*100K LTE
nn= l0rcm-t
Tieleng&Hollenbach
転0‐4イX"ず｀・
∫sh==Inin11,(T511鷺[=,)~3/41. (F.10)

Appendix G
Test of numerical code for
one-dimensional hydrodynamical
calculations
In this appendix, we check the numerical code used for calculation in this paper.
We solve equation of motion in the second-order-accurate finite-difference scheme with the
artificial viscosity (Richtmyer & Morton 1967). We calculate in the same way as Thoul &
Weinberg (1995), except for cylindrical geometry. To check accuracy of our code, first, we
calculate the density distribution of isothermal equilibrium filamentary cloud (T : 300K)
with 100 and 200 meshes, and fixed time step. Drag term 
-2u(r) ldt is added to equation of
motion and is eliminated after the step number reaches 1,25 f.or case with 100 meshes and 250
for case with 200 meshes. After 250 steps (100 meshes) and 500 steps (200 meshes), we have
error of density distribution shown in figure G.1. Error for case with 100 meshes is 4 times of
error for case with 200 meshes. Hence, our code is second-order-accurate in space.
Second, we check temporal accuracy of our code in time. We calculate collapse of pressure-
109
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HYDRODYNAMICAL CALCULATIONS
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半/~｀ tヽ
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r(CIn)
Figure G.1-: Error of density distribution of isothermal equilibrium filamentary cloud (7 : 300K)
for the numerical results with 100 meshes and 200 meshes. The symbol p.r,. is analytic solution, and
p"o- is numerical results.
less uniform filamentary cloud in free-fall state. Analytic solution is given by
?‐???（???‐??
）
le‐15
le‐16
le‐17
le‐18
le‐19
le‐20
le‐21
le‐22
le‐23
(G.1)
where F(t) : r(t)lr(0), p(0) is the initial density. Time step is set to be At: 10-4rn(t:0)
and 2At. Calculation is continued until the density becomes 100 times of the initial density.
In the case with Lt, F at the end of calculation is 0.0913290. In the case with 2Lt, F at the
end of calculation is 0.09132307. Analytic solution predicts F : 0.9132284. Error with 2Lt is
4 times larger than At. Hence, our code has second-order-accuracy in time.
ズν押の「
′山=ν午のけ,
Appendix H
Self-shielding function of
Wolcott-Green et al.
Wolcott-Green et al. (2011) have recently suggested self-shielding function indicated by three-
dimensional radiative transfer. In this appdndix, we investigate dependence of fragment mass
on the self-shielding function quantitatively. The new self-shielding function is given by,
.f"n,wc :
0.965
(H.1)(1+″/b5)11
where
″ Ξ≡
5×1014cm~2' (H.2)
and
?
?
?
???????
十軍ドf:;肩剣‐5×Ю■1+の電
b5≡
蒜 下
鴫 2
(H.3)105cm/s
Since.f.r,,wc is 1- 10 times larger than original /16 (Eq.2.16), Wolcott-Green et al. (2011)
suggested that the effect of photodissociation is actually stronger than the result with /"6.
Thus, the results which we have ever considered are expected to be modified quantitatively.
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Figure H.1: The ratio of the fragment mass with /"h,s\M to that with /16 in the case with Jzr : I0.
The number near each solid line is the ratio of fragment mass.
To see the difference between shielding function, we calculate fragment mass using ,f.r,,wc
in the case with Jzt : 10. Figure H.1 shows the ratio of fragment mass between the cases with
,f"n,cw and with /"rr. When we use 
"f"l,cw, fragment mass increases compared with the case
with /"1 especially for the cases with ns : 10 - 103cm-3 and / > 2. This feature is consistent
with the relation, 
.f"n,cw > 
"frr,.
Appendix I
Virial equation for uniform sphere
In this appendix,we investigate virial equation fbr uniibrm sphere. We multiply 47Tr3 by bOth
hands of equation of lnotion,
ρ多―寡r等',     0
and integrate over r.Then,the lett side hand of eqllation(I.1)iS
/47rT3ρ:;;dr = /ri;;dif
= /(:昇r2_υ2)αν
=:昇 /r2αν
_/υ2aχ.   に0
About the nrst term of right side hand of equation(I.2),
/r2α
几ィ = /4πr ραT
等
R5
、             :ЛどJ32,                        (1.3)
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and
l D2
,I刃戸/r2d■ィ = 1:I卜(:AどJ32)21
About the second                  = :Aイ
(1);)2_十:ル
R毛
勇子
・
terlln,
/υ
花脚ビ = /4πr2μノ2αr
= /4πρr2(1);)21iar.
= `望ヨR3(響
)2
=旦″(響)15
、vhere we use the follo恥ring relatiOn,
υ
l(4等 )会
,
since velocity is in proportion to r because of
equation(I・2)is                 unif°
rmdensity. Hence, tlie
/4π
r3ρttαr=:ЛイR:等
'R・
(I.5)
に.6)
left side hand of
に.4)
ぼ,7)
(I.8)
On the other hand, about the right side hand of equation of motion, term of pressure gradient
is
一
/4π
γ3場「 dr 二 /12π
r2写αr
=・け⇒揺
“、vhere 7adi is adiabatic index. The second term is     ｀
一/47rr3等ραr = /(4πρ)2:r4αT
= _(4πρ)2GR5
3θ几イ2
5 R・ (I.0
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Finally, we have virial equation for uniform sphere,
:几
イJ〕
::;
Dυ
Dι
・
け ⇒
孫 島
10んBT l   θAイ
3 μttH R  R2'
3G/1/f
5R は.10)
(I.11)
where we use 'yuat: 5/3.
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Figure D.3: The probability distribution function of the mean intensity of the Lyman-Werner band.
The solid/dashed line shows probability distribution function without/with radiative transfer. This
figu1e is taken from D08.
ferent'from that withott radiative transfer. This is because distant halos contribute to the
most probable mean intensity. On the other ha.nd, the probability of large mean intensity
(J",,r : 103) is almost same as that without radiative transfer since a single near halo mainly
contributes to the mean intensity.
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